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COIN GALLERIES 

We carry a large and varied selection of British Merchants 
Tokens. Our stock is constantly changing so regular attention to 

our offerings is advisable. 

We feature regular mail bid sales that include "Conders". Last 
November's sale had an important collection of tokens. Did you 

miss it? 

Our upcoming February 16, 2000 Mail Bid Sale features another 
important collection of "Conders". There are over 200 lots, 

mostly singles, highlighted by an unlisted 1794 Liverpool Penny, 
two D&H-181 with gilt edges, a very rare Pitt D&N-213, bis II, 

and a very rare Coventry Free School Penny D&H-41. The 
selections from Skidmore's and Spence's series are broad. Most 

of the tokens in this sale are UDcirculated, many being proofiike. 

Don't miss the Coin Galleries February 16, 2000 Mail Bid Sale. 
Write or call now to be sure you are OD our mailing list. Check 

our web site, www. stacks. com before the sale, the fully 
illustrated sale catalogue will be OD line for your viewing 

pleasure. 

Catalogues will be mailed early in January, 2000. 

Coin Galleries. 123 West 57th Street. New York, NY 10019. Member IAPN. 
Tel. 212-582-2580. Fax 212-582-1946. WWW. STACKS. COM 
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509-40th Avenue N.E. 
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55421-3834 

I AM PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE 
NUMISMATIC LITERA nJRE PUBLIC AUCTION SALE NO. 11 

APRIL7-8, 2000 
IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE 

CHICAGO INTERNATIONAL COIN FAIR (C.I.C.E) 

FEATURING THE LIBRARIES OF 

LESTER BURZINSKI 
& 

WAYNE ANDERSON 
(NON-CONDER TOKEN LIBRARY) 

SELECTIONS & DUPLICATES FROM THE LIBRARY OF 

ARTM.KAGIN 
& 

A MIDWEST GENTLEMAN 

THE NON-NUMISMATIC LATIN AMERICAN LIBRARY OF 
DALE SEPPA 

CLASSIC & IMPORTANT UNITED STATES AND WORLDWIDE COIN, 
MEDAL, TOKEN AND PAPER MONEY REFERENCES 

YOUR QUALI'IY ILLUSTRATED REFERENCE CATALOGUE 
CAN BE RESERVED NOW FOR $15.00 

Remy Bourne. 509-40th Avenue N.E., Minneapolis, Minnesota 55421-3834 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-789-7005. FAX: 612-789-4747 

E-mail: remybook@mn.uswest.net 
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Introduction 

About the Cover: Matthew Boulton graces this issue's cover. This portrait by J. S. C. Schaak: 
depicts Boulton in the 1770's (Courtesy Birmingham Museums and Art Gallery). Boulton' s 
tokens are the subject of Dr. Richard Doty's ongoing series which continues this issue with the 
story of the Bishop's Stortford Token. 

Officer Elections and By-laws: Enclosed, you will find a ballot for the "Conder" Token 
Collector's Club's first election. We have been fortunate to have some outstanding candidates 
come forward. As it happens, however, we have one and only one candidate for each office. In 
the absence of a strong write in campaign, I don't expect a lot of drama. Hopefully, more 
members will be able to participate in the future. 

Our proposed by-laws appear in this issue and are listed on the election ballot for approval or 
rejection. Our by-laws committee (Jim Wahl, Pete Smith, Phil Flanagan and Dean Welch) 
deserve a debt of gratitude for putting a lot of hard work and effort into drafting them. 

Library Report: It has been quite awhile since the contents of the library have been reported. 
Since the last update, several great items have been added. If you have items that you would like 
to donate, now would be a good time so they can be included in next issue's belated update. 

Auctions: Tokens seem to be getting "hot". Baldwins conducted auctions number 20 and 21 on 
October 11 and 12. Included were some nice eighteenth and nineteenth century tokens. Many 
lots realized nearly double estimates. 

Coin Galleries included a nice token collection in their last auction and seem to be generating 
interest among a new group of collectors. They have generously agreed to help promote the club 
in their upcoming auction. 

Finally, Davisson's auction of the Wayne Anderson Collection next April will certainly rank with 
the great auctions of recent years. Allan has provided a great review of the collection in this 
issue. 

Wayne Remembered: I have heard from several members who enjoyed memories of Wayne 
Anderson. Extra copies of the last journal were given to Linda Anderson to be distributed to 
Wayne's family. She asked that the membership be thanked. 

Member Lee Quast is arranging to reproduce the cover of the last issue as a phone card for the 
Northwest Coin Show in March 2000. I think the cost will be minimal - let me know if you have 
an interest in obtaining one. 

Sorry! I neglected to include in the last issue the heartfelt words that Jerry and Sharon Bobbe 
had sent for publication in the last journal. You will find this tender remembrance later in this 
issue. It was worth the wait. 

HDW 
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Officers 

I am delighted to report that we have had excellent candidates step forward to serve in leadership 
positions. In each case, only one candidate volunteered, so we expect landslide victories! 

- President: Dr. Richard Doty. Dick Doty will need no introduction to most of our members. 
His series on the tokens of Matthew Boulton has been a staple of every issue of the CTCC 
Journal. His contribution alone has gone a long way towards giving the Journal a lasting 
credibility and importance. Dick is the curator of the Smithsonian's National Numismatic 
Collection and the author of five books and hundreds of articles on a wide variety of subjects. 

Dr. Doty's books include, The Macmillan Encyclopedic Dictionary of Numismatics, America's 
Money-America's Story, and THE SOHO MINT & the Industrialization of Money. 

- Vice President U.S.: Bill Wahl. Bill is Jim Wahl's younger brother. Jim and Bill have been 
invaluable help in the distribution of each issue. Members will also remember that Jim has 
contributed several outstanding articles to the Journal. Now Bill is stepping forward to bring 
his considerable talents for the club's benefit. Bill began collecting "Conders" about 1981 . 
He is a retired Civil Engineer and a Widower who makes his home in Minneapolis, MN, but 
winters in Arizona. 

-Vice President International: John Whitmore. John began collecting coins in 1963 when 
working with the British Inland Revenue Service in Birmingham and the English midlands. 
With his wife, Stella, a mail order business began in 1965 which developed to the extent that it 
became their full time occupation since 1970. Over the years, a specialist stock of tokens and 
medallions has built up until it greatly exceeds the coins on offer. 

Books written and published include Worcestershire Inn Tokens, The Token Tracer, and 
Birmingham Market Tokens. The last of these was produced for visitors to the 1995 Token 
Congress which John helped to organize. 

John has recently retired as Member of Council and Treasurer of the British Numismatic Trade 
Association and became the fourth individual in the history of the Association to be awarded 
Honorary Life Membership at it's last AGM .. 

- Treasurer: Scott Loos. Scott is a professional accountant from Spokane, Washington working 
as the controller for a Non-profit Corp. He is also a part time coin dealer who handles virtually 
everything except U. S. coins. Scott has collected coins from the time he was a kid, but only 
became interested in "Conders" in the last 3 -4 years. He is very active as an ANA regional 
coordinator and as a member of the Pacific Northwest Numismatic Association Board. 

- Editor: Harold Welch (yours truly). I began collecting tokens only about 5 years ago. Not too 
long after that, I met Wayne Anderson. When Wayne became ill, he asked me to take over the 
editorship of the journal. I tease that I wish someone had come forward to challenge me for 
the position, because it certainly can be a headache at times, but I must admit that it is also 
very rewarding and I am most grateful and honored to serve as your editor. 
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Token Jeopardy 
You're only five clues away from winning! 

Imaginative and pedagogic President pro tem Harold Welch asked us (Jerry & 
Sharon Bobbe) to introduce this new feature of the CTCC Journal. In each issue, 
you 'II be given clues relating to a token. Guess the exact D & H number, and you 
win the piece. To "kick-off'' the Conder hunt, we've selected two tokens for 
double the fun, challenge, entertainment, and experience. 

1) Cheviot rapture. 
2) J.R.F. believed the man a "Hogg," not a Utopian dream. 
3) Issuer had 18 siblings and worked in a hive. 
4) Don't get carried away by dreams of sailing the high seas; you 
might end up poor as Tom Tackle. After all, this guy's missing a foot. 
5) Da plane! Da Plane! 

1) Portal deity would definitely approve of this marriage. 
2) Starry-edged. 
3) Political illuminati thoughtful twits. Flaming oxymorons. 
4) One would expect to find this token in The Coin Collectors 
Companion, being a Descriptive Alphabetical List of the Modern 
Political and other Copper Coins. 
5) Three men and a "heinie." 

The mystery token is purchased by the club at or near cost. This issue the tokens are from 
Jerry & Sharon Bobbe, publishers of The Token Examiner. Retail value of the two pieces is 
approximately $125 each. 
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All answers must be postmarked by January 31. 
In the event of a tie, a drawing will determine the winner. Answers should be sent to: 

HaroldWekh 
Token Jeopardy 

655 Parkwood Circle 
St. Paul, MN 55127-7024 

Clues for the tokens will be explained in the next issue. 



The Bishop's Stortford Token 

Our investigations into the tokens of Matthew Boulton have taken us on a number of 

journeys. We have seen his Soho Mint at work for a variety of issuers in England, Wales, Scotland, 

and Ireland. We now come to a piece in a class by itself. This is a halfpenny which Boulton struck 

for a nobleman in the county of Hertfordshire, and its interest stems from its artistic excellence. It 

is the most beautiful British token ever to have left Soho, and a significant number of collectors 

would call it the most beautiful piece in the entire eighteenth-century series. 

The nobleman who inspired its creation was Sir George Jackson, Baronet. This gentleman 

had a long-standing interest in the amelioration of navigation on the River Stort, and he wanted a 

halfpenny token struck for two reasons: to commemorate his improvements, and to provide small 

change for those who lived along the river's banks. The small change situation was exacerbated by 

the success of Sir George's labors: so many people were now using the Stort Navigation that, as he 

wrote his London friend John Knill, 'some of the great traders find a difficulty in getting circulation 

in Copper, except in the meanest kind of [counterfeit] half pence'. The baronet's pride led him in 

the direction of artistry, while his pragmatism led him in the direction of Matthew Boulton, whose 

'quickness in suggesting matters of invention, will easily furnish him with ideas far beyond any I 

have on the subject'. Jackson himselfleaned in the direction of simplicity in design: 'Being for use 

among the lower class it seems as . if that production would soonest be admitted into their 

approbation--- Emblematical representations are suitd [sic] only to people of arather [sic] higher 

rank'. He added that he wished a hundredweight of halfpenny tokens, 'which I apprehend may be 

sufficient for an experiment'. 1 

John Knill took his time about contacting Matthew Boulton, and Jackson began wondering 

whether his correspondent had forgotten all about the token; but Knill finally replied some three 

weeks later, suggesting that he, Jackson, and the coiner (who then happened to be in London, on 

business) get together for supper, either at the baronet's house in Upper Grosvenor Street or at 

Dollys, a popular restaurant. Upon this or a subsequent occasion, Boulton agreed to manufacture 

1Matthew Boulton Papers [MBP] 240, Letter Box J, Sir George Jackson to John Knill, 4 
May 1795. We owe a great deal to Boulton's triumph over Sir George's snobbery- and to the 
latter's wisdom in allowing his initial ideas to be overruled. 
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tokens for Bishop's Stortford, promising to send Jackson some ideas on the subject. But Sir George 

would hear nothing for more than half a year. 

Another mutual friend named John Rennie2 reminded Boulton of his promise, and the long 

delay in its fulfillment, early in 1796. The Soho industrialist took another three weeks to respond, 

but when he finally did so he was Contrition personified: 

Being conscious of haveing forfeited every title to your Civilities I should not have 
been able to muster up sufficient Courage to break Silence had you not convinced me 
that you are the most patient and best tempered man in the world ... I never expected 
to be so overpowerd with business as I have lately_ been & a great part of it relative 
to the publick or at least not my self[.] Moreover I have layd near 2 Million of Bricks 
since I st of Sep in a new Manufactory[,]3 have made many Journeys from home & 
have encounterd with a dozen Chancery Suits in defense of Engine rights4 & with so 
many interruptions that every thing in my Manufactory wch. depended on my own 
attention has been deranged[.] However I now most earnestly beg your pardon for the 
past & request you will allow me to open a new Acct. with you from this day which 
you shall find I will keep in much better order than the past[.] 

Apologies made, Boulton got down to the question of designs for the Bishop's Stortford 

token. I know of no other instance in which issuer and manufacturer so completely shared this 

aspect of the work. For Sir George Jackson was responsible for the obverse, and Matthew Boulton 

was responsible for the reverse. 

The baronet had sent Boulton a button with the family arms: that was what he wanted on the 

2John Rennie was a Scottish engineer and manufacturer. He and his sons would supply 
Soho (and the mints it built for others) with rolling machinery from the 1790s to the 1830s. 

3Soho Foundry, which would be managed by the sons of Matthew Boulton and James 
Watt. Henceforward responsible for the manufacture of Soho's steam engines, the works were 
inaugurated with a gala ceremony on 30 January 1796. For information on Soho Foundry and 
many other, non-numismatic activities of the Boulton organization, see Sir Eric Roll'sAn Early 
Experiment in Industrial Organisation: Being a History of the Firm of Boulton & Watt, 1775-
1805 (London: Frank Cass, 1930; reprinted Augustus M. Kelly, 1968). 

4Boulton & Watt engines were superior to all others then in use, and they were tempting 
targets for piracy. Chief among those with whom Matthew Boulton was then wrangling over 
patent infringement were three Cornish engineers named Hornblower, Maberley, and Bull - and 
John Wilkinson, who had been pirating Soho's design since 1782! 
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obverse, and that was what he got. But he wanted a simple rendition of ears of barley for the reverse 

(because barley malt was a major item of trade along the canal, and its depiction would likely be 

popular among the members of the 'lower class' who would be using the token). Boulton proceeded 

to talk him out of it. Considering the fact that the token was intended to celebrate the improvements 

which the baronet had made, 'if there was a view of that [Stort] Navigation something like Dor C 

[two drawings, now lost] I think the Country people wd like it better & the inscription of payable at 

Bp [Bishop's] Stortford may be put round ye Edge' .5 Four days later, Sir George agreed to Boulton's 

suggestion, and one of our most beautiful tokens began to take shape. 

But the nobleman did not simply give the coiner free rein. He obviously knew more than 

Soho about the type of barge which was used on his waterway, and he repeatedly refined the mint's 

efforts here and elsewhere: the birds on the shield should have thicker necks, while 

on the reverse, if it is convenient to the workman [i.e., the designer] to take a hairs 
breadth from the land by the side of the barge upon its rounding the point of land, the 
Barge itself would appear more Distinct. A small enlargement of the speck to 
describe the man at the Helm would be another amendment. 

Sir George added that he wanted a hundredweight of tokens for the time being, whereby he 

could 'take the sense of the Bps Stortford people, as to the extent of my wishing, as to a further 

quantity' .6 Earlier, he had suggested that they be struck forty to the pound, a figure which would 

later be reduced, probably due to a rise in the price of copper. Despite that fact, the Bishop's 

Stortford pieces would still be struck with lettered edges; they were the last ofBoulton's tokens to 

employ that design element. 

The dies were completed and the first specimens struck, six proofs in silver and another forty

four in copper. The roll of fifty tokens was remitted to Jackson on the sixteenth of May. They 

arrived in Bishop's Stortford on the nineteenth, and the baronet was so delighted with them that he 

increased his order for the normal coinage from one hundredweight to five. Boulton complied, and 

the main order left Soho in four large wooden boxes marked GJ (for George Jackson) on 16 June. 

5MBP240, Matthew Boulton to Sir George Jackson, 18 February 1796; spelling and 
punctuation in original. 

6MBP240, Sir George Jackson to Matthew Boulton, 20 April 1796. 
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The coiner sent along thirty-six gilt copper specimens that same day. Jackson received the gilt pieces 

on the nineteenth and the normal strikes on the twenty-first of June. For his services, Matthew 

Boulton received the sum of £43.9.0. 

How many Bishop's Stortford tokens were minted? My research suggests that Soho struck 

them at forty-four to the pound. If that was the case, we should expect a total of24,728 halfpennies, 

struck from the 562 pounds of copper which we know made up the order. If we then add specimen 

strikes in copper, copper-gilt, and silver, we reach a final mintage of 24,814. 

The Bishop's Stortford token cannot be compared with Soho's efforts for Thomas Williams, 

John Wilkinson, or even Mackintosh, Inglis & Wilson: it was never intended for mass circulation, 

and the person ordering it wanted it as much if not more for his own amusement as for the 

convenience of the neighborhood. But there are ways to judge the effects and success of a piece 

beyond simple circulation. The Bishop's Stortford halfpenny was nothing less than a triumph for 

its designer, who poured more artistry into this small piece of copper an inch across than many 

better-known engravers were ever able to achieve, regardless of the scale they were allowed. Conrad 

Heinrich Kuchler's work was a tour-de-force, recognized as such from that time to this. But there 

was even more to it than that. Writing on 20 June, the tokens' recipient said he would test the 

temper of the neighborhood over whether more halfpennies would be wanted - and rather hoped that 

more would be wanted: 

I esteem my curiosity in having had these halfpennies struck as a fortunate event, as 
it has led to the pleasure of your acquaintance, which I hope I may be lucky enough 
to continue. I am, Dear Sir your truly faithfull & obedient Servant 

Geo Jackson7 

For Matthew Boulton, that warm expression of acceptance from a British grandee would have 

been worth far more than the modest profits gleaned from the work. 

-R. G.DOTY 

7MBP240, Sir George Jackson to Matthew Boulton, 20 June 1796. 
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From Merrie Olde England 

Christmas Eve Stagecoach 
Journey In Early 1800's 

:•:•. 

.,"fX'.''',4''': 

By R. C. Bell 
Newcastle Upon Tyne, England 

Note: This story is based on remin
iscences of C. T. S. Birch Reynardson 
recorded in his "Down the Road" writ
ten in 1874 when he was an old man, 
but the incidents had occured in his 
childhood in the early part of the 19th 
century. R.C.B. 

At five a.m. on December 24 two 
sleepy English schoolboys felt their 
way along the cloisters of Charterhouse 
surrounding the square to the school 
gate, and peered through the railings 
into the murk of a London "pea-souper" 
and the darkness of a winter's morning. 

Within a minute or two a hackney 
carriage, ordered the previous evening, 
arrived to take them to the inn "George 
and Blue Boar" in Holborn, starting 
point for the coach "Regent" on its 
journey to Stamford and the north. 

References are to Dalton and 
Hamer's "The Provincial Token
Coinage of the 18th Century" (D&H) 
and to Davis' "Nineteenth Century 
Token Coinage" (Davis). Illust.ra
tions are 1 lh times normal size. 

The fog made traveling slow; and 
when the carriage reached the yard of 
the inn the horses of the "Regent" were 
already "put to." The top, the fore 
and the hind boot of the coach were 
piled . high with luggage. 

Within seconds of the schoolboys in 
their heavy grey greatcoats taking their 
places on the outside of the coach, it 
left the yard and passed down Holborn 
hill, up Cow lane, through Smithfield 
and on to the "Peacock" at Islington. 

On this part of the journey they met 
droves of bullocks, sheep and pigs, 
coming from Smithfield Market, to
gether with all sorts of conveyances. 
The steam from the horses mingled 
with the breath of the cattle and sheep 



and added to the denseness of the fog. 
Coupled with the dimness of the lamps 
and the darkness of the morning, the 
young travelers felt as if they were 
passing through the inside of a vast 
stewpan. 

The "Peacock" at Islington was the 
first stage for all the coaches traveling 
north, and as they came up through 
the fog an old ostler carrying a horn 
lantern called out their names: ''York 
Highflier," "Leeds Union," "York Ex
press," "Rockingham," "Stamford Re
gent," "Truth and Daylight" and many 
more. 

When the "Regent" arrived there 
were about a dozen coaches in the 
yard, all with their horses steaming. 
and their different paintworks seen 
dimly in the light of their lamps. Within 
moments of the vacant places on each 
coach being filled, the guard would 
play the coach's tune on his horn: 
"Off she goes;" "Oh dear, what can 
the matter be?" "When from Great 
Londonderry;" "The flaxen - headed 
ploughboy" etc. 

Often several guards might be play
ing different tunes at the same time and 
the added sounds of coaches clattering 
in and out of the cobbled yard, horses 
neighing, passengers shouting farewells, 
and servants struggling with luggage, 
produced a cacaphony of sound that 
~ould only be heard at a busy coaching 
mn at half-past six in the morning. 

As the "Regent" headed north and 
began to climb out of the Thames valley 
the fog thinned and disappeared but 
behind them in the early morning' light 
the whole of London lay beneath a 
thick white blanket. A little later the 

Westminster schoolboy in college 
dress is shown on the reverse of this 
halipenny token, D&H Middlesex 704. 

Obverse and reverse of a halfpenny 
token issued by Ibberson, the proprietor 
of the "George and Blue Boar" in 
Holbom, London. (D&H Middlesex 342) 

sun broke through the cloud and as 
the coach (twelve passengers outside, 
four within, the guard, the coachman 
and a mountain of luggage) passed by 
the villages, smoke was rising from 
cottage chimneys in endless blue puffs, 
with every now and then the smell of 
burning pine. from little bundles of 
kindling. 

Occasionally the aroma of an early 
breakfast told of shopkeepers and 
tradesmen who were also making an 
early start to the day, and reminded 
the scholars that they had only had 
a hunk of bread, some drippings and 
a bowl of coffee at four in the morning. 
In the country the air was sharply 
stimulating; and the boys waved to 
laborers as they walked to work, smok
ing their pipes, while the odor of their 
tobacco was carried on the light morn
ing wind. 

The first change was at Barnet, where. 
the coachman of the "Stamford R~gent" 
chatted to George Carter, his opposite 
number on the "York Express." The 
schoolboys slipped off the coach into 
the bar to get a glass of rum-and-milk, 
and to tease the pretty barmaid. 
(Recipe for rum-and-milk. A tumbler 1 s 
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A cart loaded with bales of rope 
from the Dundee Ropery features this 
Scotch haHpenny token cut by Wright. 
(D&H Angusshire 42} 

of quite fresh milk, one fair lump of 
sugar, two tablespoons of rum, and 
a thought of nutmeg grated on top.) 

Soon after leaving Barnet they passed 
an old man driving a cart, and as the 
coach went by he awakened out of a 
deep sleep and pulled up sharply on 
his reins, but as they were hanging 
slack in the bottom of his cart, he 
somersaulted backwards onto the road. 
Apart from a slight cut on his head 
he seemed unhurt, and the coach con
tinued on its way. 

The wind began to blow very cold, 
and within a little the coachman turned 
to the youngsters and remarked that 
there was snow in the air. Sure enough 
within half an hour great white flakes 
were falling and the outside passengers 
pulled their hats down over their faces, 
turned their collars up, wound their 
wrappers about their necks more 
tightly, and huddled together. Snow 
was less trying than rain, when hats, 

.~.t(l~~~-

An ostler holds a horse with "Kelly's 
light harnes_s," which this halfpenny 
token says is "sold cheap" at Kelly's 
manufactory in the Strand, London. 
(D&H Middlesex 345) 

coats, and wrappers became sodden 
bits of cloth and the cold seemed to 
reach to the bone. 

At Biggleswade the coach stopped 
20 minutes for dinner. By the time the 
passengers had warmed their hands 
in front of the large fire in the dining 
room were able to untie their neck
wrappers and get out of their great-
1coats, half this precious time had 
passed. The boys had eaten less than 
a quarter of what they could have 
managed had their cheeks been in 
eating trim and their hands warm 
enough to handle a knife and fork, when 
the coachman, amid a chorus of groans, 
announced: "Now, gentlemen, if you 
please, the coach is ready." 

The travelers struggled back into 
their greatcoats, bound their wrappers 
round their throats, paid half-a-crown 
for a meal that they had the will but 
not the time to eat; and mounted their 
seats again to sit out the weather 
that lay ahead. 

The snowfall ceased as suddenly as 
it had begun, and a thin sun tried in 
vain to melt the white covering on the 
ground. As they passed Alconbury hill 
more than a dozen forked-tail kytes 
wheeled in the sky. Monck's Wood was 
famous for the large numbers of these 
birds whose red tail feathers made 
excellent wings for salmon-flies, and 
in its neighborhood the kytes some
times even sat in the middle of the 
road. Today these birds are nearly 
extinct in England. 

Stilton, further along the Great North 
road, was famous for its cheese. Miss 

Obverse of a halfpenny token issued 
by the proprietor of the "Swan with 
Two Necks," Lad lane, London, shows 
a mail coach. (Davis Middlesex 64) 



Cart loaded with barrels outside a 
brewery "to cheer our hearts", says 
this Kent halfpenny token, D&H Kent 42. 

Worthington, the hostess of the inn 
there, used to go out to the coaches, 
while the horses were being changed, 
and holding a Stilton up on a tray, 
would sell them to the passengers on 
the coach: "Pray Sir, would you not 
like a Stilton cheese?" 

One of the schoolboys left the coach 
at Stilton and the other, feeling rather 
small and very tired, faced the last 
part of the journey alone. The wind 
was blowing piercing cold, and the snow 
had frozen hard on the ground. Above 
the stars were shining like bright dia
monds. As they neared their journey's 
end the guard began to play favorite 
tunes on his keyed bugle. 

They passed the last turnpike gate 
at Whitewater, two miles from Stam
ford which they reached a little before 
nine p.m., where the small boy fell into 
the waiting arms of his mother. As he 
snuggled up against her in his father's 
warm buggy two thoughts filled his 
tired mind: His first term was over, 
and tomorrow was Christmas Day! 

Turnpike gate is clearly portrayed on 
this 1796 halfpenny token. Walcot was 
a village on the outskirts of Bath,. in 
Somerset. (D&H Somerset 45) 

The royal cypher GR (for George ID) 
may be noted on the door of this mail 
coach on a London haHpenny token, 
D&H Middlesex 363. 

Where is the coach, where is the mail? 
The coachman, where is he? 

Where is the guard that used to blow 
His horn so cheerily? 

Where is the guard that used to wake 
The still of the early morn, 

And rouse the sleepy toll-bar man 
With the sound of the "old mail horn?;' 

No more the sleepy toll-bar man 
Is roused at early dawn, 

And turns reluctant out of bed 
With the sound of the "old mail horn?'' 

No more in his nightshirt, as of old. 
And his nightcap on his pate, 

Does he hurry across the frozen road 
To open the turnpike gate. 

The mail, the horn, coachman, guard, 
Are nowhere to be found; 

The four bright bays that used to trot 
Lie four feet under ground. 17 



comments on Articles in Vol. IV, No. 2 (June 1999) 
by Harrington E. Manville 

For Jerry & Sharon Bobbe: 'The Sawbridgeworth Stats', pp. 6-7: 

Should you wish to consult earlier references to Robert Orchard's 
Sawbridgeworth token, you may check out Spink's Numismatic Circular 
vol. 14 (1905/6), col. 9467-68 and vol. 15 (1906/7), col. 9851. 

In the first, A.W. Waters comments on an S.H. Hamer article in the 
British Numismatic Journal vol. 1, 1903/4 (1905), pp. 299-332 
(Orchard section, pp. 307-10, pl. II, no. 13 - showing obverse and 
reverse before the broken piece fell out). 

In the second, Hamer offers a brief note about Orchard mules. 

The Spink' s notes are 1 isted under Orchard in the index to my 
Numismatic Guide to British & Irish Periodicals 1836-1995, 
Encyclop~dia of British Numismatics, Vol. II, Part 2 (Numismatic), 
published Baldwin/Spink, 1997 -- although the BNJ reference is not 
because the index for that volume already runs to more than 140 
pages in 7-point type and I simply could not list internal 
references within every article. (Thus, Guide in the titles.) 

I vaguely remember another reference or two to Orchard in one of 
the early Seaby post-1945 Coin & Medal Bulletins, although, again, 
the notes would have been internal, not the subject or part of the 
title, and thus not 1 isted in the index. One would have to consult 
the several dozen references under 'tokens, tradesmen's, 18c, 
general' to tease out information on specific issues/issuers. 

Frankly, while conceding the rarity of your token, to me it was 
just one of several hundred so-called conders and Orchard only 
merited an index entry when he was the specific subject of a note 
or article. I admit that this is not completely helpful in your 
case but I hope you understand my predicament in trying to guide 
researchers to all aspects of numismatics in over 200 British 
publications. 

Anyway, if you consult the index to my guides I believe you (and 
other researchers) will find many token references not generally 
known in the U.S. 

* * * 

For Michael Grogan: 'A 1796 Token Correspondence', pp. 8-9: 

Your question, "So who was R.Y.?", was the subject of an article 
in Vol. 67 (1997) of the British Numismatic Journal, pp. 115-22, 
by D.W. Dykes: 'Who Was 'R.Y.'? Searching for an Identity'. 
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At a special meeting of the British Numismatic Society on July 3rd 
this year Dr Dykes and I discussed your article and I suggested 
that he answer it. However, as he is in his first year as 
president of the BNS, Dr Dykes is almost busier than I am, and I 
shall provide this brief commentary in case he does not find time 
to write. Not to keep you in suspense, 'R. Y.' almost certainly was 
the Rev. W.R. Hay, "an avid collector with a wide range of like
minded correspondents and acquaintances: Birchall, Bisset, Pye, and 
Miss Banks who supplied him with pieces for his collection." 

Although I also was unable to identify 'R. Y.' until the Dykes 
article, all of the token correspondence in the Gentleman's 
Magazine, Scots Magazine, and many other non-numismatic sources may 
be found in my Numismatic Guide to British & Irish Periodicals 
1731-1991, Encyclop~dia of British Numismatics, Vol. II, Part 1 
(Arch~ological), published Baldwin/Spink, 1993. 

See under 'tradesmen's tokens/checks, 18c' and the various authors, 
including Birchall and Pye (whose dates, pace the footnote on p. 
60, were 1749-1830, not 1777-1864 -- the latter taken from the DNB, 
which lists the son as an engraver but ignores the father, who was 
our token man) • 

* * * 

For Davids. Brooke: 'Hygeia and the Botanic Garden', pp. 12-15: 

Can it really be seven years since we discussed the Gentleman's 
Magazine and Scots Magazine correspondent 'Ci vis' , i.e. James 
Wright jun. of Dundee? 

Your article reminds me of the 18th century(?) aphorism (although 
I cannot cite a source): 

'One night with Venus - A lifetime with Mercury!' 

And what have you found about the use of a mercury compound to 
'cure' syphilis? Surely it must have had some relieving effect, 
however temporary, to be employed for so many years. However, we 
now know how mercury poisons the body and it is interesting to 
speculate whether the disease or the cure had the most devastating 
effects in the long run. 

For Harold Welsh: 
28-30: 

* * * 

Davis' Nineteenth Century Token-coinage, pp. 

It appears that there may never be a complete inventory but here 
is some grist for your mill: 
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From the binder's account, dated 1 April 1904: 
221 copies in half roan cloth sides, lettered in gold back and 

side, with 20 plates inserted and 14 plates overcast and sewn at 
end - @ 1.9 = £19.6.9 

Binding 2 sample books and supply 4 sample covers to instruc
tions, at cost price - 9s. 

do 14 copies interleaved - @ 3.6 = £2.9.0 
do 7 copies do do in 2 volumes= 14 volumes@ 2.0 = £1.8.0 

These appear to add up to 244, although 270 copies 4to pages of 
blocks were charged by the printer in a separate account, and the 
numbers do not agree with the 258 copies 'guaranteed' by Davis. 

"His Majesty King Edward VII. has accepted a copy od the book 
entitled 'The Nineteenth Century Token Coinage,' by Mr. W.J. Davis, 
of Birmingham, a work recently reviewed in the 'Daily Press.'" 

The Birmingham Daily Post, 28 July 1904. 

"Birmingham, I find, had a personal interest in the great London 
fire of the past week. Included among the losses, I understand 
from Mr. W.J. Davis, was part of the edition of the expensive 
volume [list price two guineas - HEM] published by that gentleman 
some months ago on the tokens and coinage of the nineteenth 
century. It was lying on the publisher's premises awaiting orders 
at the time the flames attacked the place. Financially the loss 
is covered by the insurance which the publishers insist on the 
author of a book effecting, but in other respects it is 
irreparable, as there is to be no reprint." 

Birmingham Daily Mail, 25 Feb. 1905 

There are two copies in my library: 

Copy f180 (HEM collection since May 1974 - already on your list) 
TEG, uncut as issued. Somewhat worn at extremities: joints 
slightly cracked. 

Many pencil notations, including crosses and/or initials(?) by 
numbers (evidently for a collection or collections). 

Many loose insertions, including: 
Prices of tokens sold at Glendining's 12/1919 and Sotheby's 10/1920 

(Dr H. Peck sale). 
Collector notes and one rubbing scattered throughout. 
Photocopies: 

Marbled flyleaf with Arthur W Waters bookplate, 1901 (bound by 
Simmons & Waters - ? from Davis 1901 sale). 

Two-page letter (16 lines text): W.J. Davis to Mr Waters, 
March 14, 1901 (on Hotel Caledonian, London, stationary) 
concerning some prices in his March 11-15, 1901 sale. 

Mimeographed list of 'lots purchased for Mr S.H. Hamer, who 
engaged Mr Verity as purchasing agent' ( also lots purchased by 
Baldwin: and lots to be checked) - 'Compliments of JRF, Sr. Mt 
Vernon, N. Y.' 

Photocopies of newspaper clippings: 
Mr. W.J. Davis's Collection - Daily Gazette Office, March 1, 

1901. 
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The Collection of Tradesmen's Tokens of W.J. Davis, Esq. - The 
Athen~um, March 9, 1901. 

The Sale of Warwickshire Tokens - Leamington Spa courier and 
Warwickshire Standard, March 15, 1901. 

Obituary. Mr. William John Davis - The Birmingham Post and 
Journal, October 23, 1924. 

Unnumbered Copy (presumably Davis's personal working copy). 
TEG, uncut as usual. Rebacked with original spine, new blank 
flyleaves. Covers water-spotted and some interior staining; one 
illustration torn. (Not interleaved.) 

Two different portraits of Davis with personal clippings mounted 
in front and back. 

Many coin illustrations, rubbings, clippings inserted - some 
loosely. 

Copy of 2-page letter to My Dear Dormer Mar.1.[190]4. enclosing 
cheque for £2.0.10 and thanking for kind word on book. 

Also many pencil notations in Davis's somewhat sloppy hand. 

Spink & Son have another unnumbered copy with pages printed on one 
side only (not interleaved but appears so because the versos face 
the rectos, leaving two blank pages between each facing pair) . 
Privately bound in half blue morocco with the two clippings quoted 
above, plus many more extra illustrations and insertions, including 
originals of portraits, letters and interior plates duplicated in 
the book, hundreds of cut-out coin illustrations, printer and 
binder receipts, etc., etc. 

Front small binding label: Spink & Son 
Similar back label: Simmons & Waters Book and Print Dealers 

10, Spencer Street, Leamington Spa 

This appears to be Davis' own master copy, although it may have 
passed through Waters' hands after Davis' 20 October 1924 death at 
age 86 in Paris (where he had moved from Birmingham for health 
reasons). More likely, Davis employed Waters' firm to insert all 
the extra material -- as with the Wayne Anderson copy of the 1901 
Davis sale (which I understand was held to finance publication of 
this book). Incidentally, there were several other smaller W.J. 
Davis sales in the 1920s. 

A.H. Baldwin & Sons have one of the two-volume sets, both halves 
bound in roan and gold-lettered as usual, interleaved, and numbered 
21. 

Thus, it appears that Davis may have kept two unnumbered copies for 
himself and presented at least 21 copies to the king, relatives?, 
friends/token collectors?, libraries?, and coin dealers. How many 
were destroyed in the fire, and if they were numbered, probably 
will never be known. 
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Shakespeare Portraits in the 18th Century Series 
by Tom Fredette 

In 1964, which was the 400th anniversary year of the birth of William Shakespeare, many 
festivals were held and numerous mementos were created to honor the Bard of Avon. Medals 
were among these mementos. Just as prominent and, in a number of respects, probably more so 
in the medallic history of England was a period of celebration which extended from c.1842 to 
c.1864. During this period, commemorative medals were struck and sold to raise money for the 
purchase of Shakespeare's house in Stratford, and to honor the memory of the 300th anniversary 
of his birth. Other than these two important periods, the honoring of Shakespeare has been done, 
from a medallic portrait standpoint, on a periodic basis but not necessarily in any sort of series. 

ENGLAND 1847 
BHM 2297 38mm 

Struck to commemorate 
the purchase of Shake
speare's house as a 

· national memorial. 
BY: ALLEN & MOORE 

Cond: GEF (AE) 

Shakt"spcan:'s Birthplace 

My interest in collecting Shakespeare medals was given a boost a number of years ago and 
broadened in Shakespeare tokens when I developed an interest in the Conder series. I discovered 
the numerous tokens which honor this playwright and poet. In a sense, they are probably the only 
metal portraits of Shakespeare to exist in a series as token money and they can be said to have 
many qualities of the small medal. 

A small number of Imitation Regal half penny tokens are a precursor to the above men
tioned issues, but as with most of these tokens the portrait side bears little resemblance to anyone 
in particular and the token was poorly struck.(Bell, Specious Tokens) 

Also, a number of well known names are connected to this mini-series - Spence and 
Skidmore are two of the most familiar to collectors. 

So, what are the tokens in this group and where do they show up in the "provincial token 
coinage of the 18th century"? 

From a chronological standpoint, the first to be considered would be London and 
Middlesex 928(a-d). From a medallic standpoint, the bust to left portrait is probably the most 
artistic of all of these tokens. The examples that I have seen over the years are usually in extra 
fine or better condition and they usually have a nice"glow". The portrait shows many details -
buttons, lines, drape and hair. Waters tells us that "According to Pye's Tokens this was issued 
by W. Sherward but only a small number were made (2600)". Dalton and Hamer lists 928(c) as 
not traced and 928(a) as rare. It is a beautiful portrait. 
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'Wlarwicksbtre. 
HALFPENNJRS. 

COUNTY. 

Lond-0n and Middlesex. 

O: Bust of Shakespeare to left. 
47 

LONDON & J4IDDLESEL 

Warwickshire has a "lock'; on this little series. And since Stratford was the birthplace of 
William Shakespeare, that makes sense. Included in the County section of Warwickshire are 
tokens numbered 45-49. F.ach of these pieces also shows the portrait to left common to most of 
the series. They are similar to the Middlesex issue and have minor design differences amono them. 
The portrait is a bit "ragged" - not as fine as Middlesex No. 928. They lack the detail and ha~e the 
work-a-day world look one would expect from a token which was really intended to be used as a 
halfpenny. Waters mentions that over one million of these tokens were struck. 

No. 49 is the token in this group which makes the connection to the City of Stratford 
issues for it is this portrait and reverse which is different from No. 45-48. Both Waters and Bell 
single this issue out for special mention. Waters tells us that Skidmore made it for sale. Bell lists 
it in Specious Tokens and calls it scarce. 

Warwickshire 320a. (R). Stratford. Bust of Shakespeare. 

327 

SHAKESPEARE. 

327. 0 : Bust to left. SHAKE!;!PEARE. 

Last in the half penny size group are Warwickshire Nos. 320-326 and Nos. 327-331. These 
tokens constitute the largest consecutive grouping within the series. No320 is my choice for the 
"true" medal of the group. Even though it is stated to be a "promissory halfpenny" the reverse 
states that it was struck to honor the memory of Shakespeare who died on the anniversary of his 
birth. The example that I own is worn (about fine condition) so they must have circulated. But the 
inscription on the reverse is testimony to what I call its mixed use as money and medal. Nos. 321-
326 are " ... mules made by Skidmore for sale after he hadbought the Spence dies". (Waters) 

Waters further notes that Nos. 327-331 were "made for general circulation (412,000)." 
The portrait to left bust is very plain and No. 330, with the North Wales reverse, I have seen listed 
as part of the Imitation Regal series. 

Lastly (and- out of the farthing box) is my very favorite token in this series. Listed as 
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STRATFORD. · 
484. 0 : Bust of Shakespeare. STRATFOBD . PROMISSORY HALF 

BALFl'ENNY. 

R: STRUCK ! ·rN HONOR AND ! TO PERPETUATE J THE MEl!ORY 

0}' ! SHAKESPEARE j BORN APRIL 1564 I DIED APRIL i 
1616. 

E: Milled. 

Warwickshire 484, is a farthing version of No. 320. It is also the only portrait in which the bust 
faces to the right. Waters tells us that this little gem was "made for sale to collectors by 
Westwood. It proclaims itself to be a "half halfpenny" - one of a very few farthings in the 18th 
century series to do so. It is my favorite and is listed as rare. 

All of these tokens are included in my Shakespeare medals collection where it makes 
sense to me that they reside. They are beautiful, interesting and additional examples of metal 
portraits of Shakespeare which show a wide variety of detail and design within the finite confines 
of the Conder Token series. They may be among some of the earliest medallic portraits of 
William Shakespeare - playwright and poet. 

SOURCES 

Bell, R.C., Specious Tokens and those struck for General Circulation, Corbitt & 
Hunter Limited, Newcastle Upon Tyne, 1968. 

Dalton, R. and S.H. Hamer, The Provincial Token-Coinage of the 18th Century. 
Waters, Arthur W., Notes on Eighteenth Century Tokens, Seaby's Numismatic 

Publications, 19.54. 

Talking Down the Sun 
(Remembering Wayne Anderson) 

Jerry & Sharon Bobby 

I wept as I remembered how often you and I 
Had tired the sun with talking and sent him down the sky. 

Callimachus (c. 305-240 B. C.), Greek poet, grammarian 

Just being able to pick up the phone and talk with Wayne was a great joy. His knowledge of 
tokens was astounding considering the other serious collectible interests he pursued. Wayne 
never ceased to amaze us with some historical or numismatic bit of information he had 
discovered. Having known Wayne for over ten years, it is difficult to pick one memory that 
stands out above all others. Our five-day visit with Wayne & Linda in April is a memory we will 
treasure forever. We immersed ourselves in tokens & books. It was a grand numismatic 
occasion. But we were fortunate to also spend time with Wayne the husband; Wayne the father; 
Wayne the fighter, and Wayne the friend. 

The greatest gift Wayne could give in the last months of his life was time. It was a precious and 
finite commodity. Yet he, and Linda, gave it freely, as if they had an eternity. 
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The Wayne Anderson Token Collection 

W ayne Anderson aspired to having the finest examples of each token he collected. To achieve this, he col
lected catalogs and price lists, talked frequently to dealers and collectors, and focussed his considerable 
energies and drive to build a collection where every piece would be a "cracker." 

It is not a large collection--375 pieces or so, two double-row boxes. Wayne was constantly winnowing pieces out, 
believing strongly that quality, not quantity, would be the hallmark of his efforts. He knew that competing for every 
possible variety was not a reasonable goal. He was familiar with the fine collections formed by other committed 
collectors of this series. Two of the most important collectors had provided him with inventories of their own collec
tions. But relying on the lessons he learned as a large cent collector, he believed that the collection he did form 
would be memorable for its condition. There is no formal condition census of 18th century tokens, but Wayne had a 
clear sense of where he believed each of the pieces in his collection would rank. And he felt most of them would 
rank near the top. 

He and I spent many hours together discussing and working on his collection. Whenever I would return from a trip 
to London bearing tokens, Wayne would call and within a few days would come out and go over what I had found. 
A committed and talented collector will always know more about his series than a dealer can possibly take the time 
to learn, and I learned much from him. Wayne was extremely generous with his information. I had access to tokens 
because of my travels and contacts, and Wayne would fill in information on scarcity of condition and often prove
nance of the pieces I brought back. 

He dealt with everyone who handles tokens. Every dealer could expect a call now and then from Wayne. Many col
lectors could expect this as well. He had a network of collectors and dealers that became the foundation of the 
Conder Token Collectors Club. If he had not made the effort, the club would not exist. His willingness to make the 
effort to establish the club reflected his overall generosity with his enthusiasm and information. 

He was also competitive. He has many pieces that others strongly wanted as well. It is hard to estimate the value of 
some of the pieces he has. I typically gave him the first chance at pieces he particularly wanted, so the transactions 
were private and away from the scrutiny of the auction room. The special group of pieces I photographed for the 
Potpourri plates in the 1990 limited edition of Dalton and Hamer included some of his best pieces as well as pieces 
I had acquired over a long period of time. Eventually Wayne purchased all the pieces I had provided. 

So far, I have worked through the first half of his collection. I can see that one problem with describing the col
lection will be the repetitiveness of descriptions with such words as "choice," "gem," "superb," "exceptional" 
and "finest known." Handling such quality never gets boring. But there are only so many words that can be 

used and the grading for all the pieces is going to demand use and re-use of these terms. 

Wayne has carefully stored all his tokens. They are in cloth inserts in paper envelopes. Some of his tokens have 
been carefully cleaned, treated with "Care" and brushed. But Wayne also liked tokens with the gentle haze of time 
still evident as long as the thin film on the tokens was not harboring or causing any damaging substances on the 
tokens. He devoted substantial energy to conservation and care of his material. He liked to quote Sheldon's notion 
that if you do not care for your copper enough to look at it annually, you probably should sell it to someone who 
will. 

Wayne and I were friends because of tokens. And we and our families became friends outside of tokens as well. I 
was in touch with him throughout his illness. We talked about getting together to talk about his tokens but while he 
felt well enough to spend the days we could have used, he was busy battling this implacable enemy. By the time we 
realized having these lengthy conversations about his collection was "now-or-never" he was so tired that it ended 
up being "never.'' He was all too quickly gone. 

Now his wonderful collection will enhance many other collections. We are stewards of these marvelous things for 
too short a time. 

Allan Davisson December 1999 
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Responses Regarding A Conder Price Guide 
By Sharon & Jerry Bobbe 

Featuring Interested CTCC Members 

In the last CTCC Journal, we asked for member's opinions about the question we get asked more 
than any other; "When are you going to write a Conder Price Guide?" We heard from a few people and 
they have graciously granted us permission to print their responses. These members offered interesting 
opinions and wise advice. We hope their "speaking out" will encourage others to reflect on the issue and 
continue the forum on this interesting subject. 

Member Forum 

Jim Wahl, CTCC # 11 
I read your ad ... that you were considering writing a price guide of tokens. I have a few thoughts 

not intended to be either pro or con, but I would be interested in your views on the subject. 
Personally, I do not need such a guide, as I know what I should pay for a token based on my awn 

experience in getting my collection to where it is now, after collecting them for the past twenty years. I 
saved all dealers' pricelists, catalogues and auction records, but now use them mostly for .frequency of 
occu"ence. I think it would be hard for me as a collector using a price guide to know how you looked 
at pricing. I know you are very meticulous about degrees of grading, especially of uncirculated tokens 
in how you describe them based on appearance, flaws, radiance, etc. with quite a wide price range, 
and a price listed in a book does not tell the story. 

As dealers, how would you approach pricing? Auction records are nice to have but not necessarily 
for the prices realized as many if not most of the items are bought by dealers for re-sale at higher 
prices, of necessity if one makes his living doing it. I made a few random comparisons of items from 
the Noble Sale. Spence tokens brought prices o/$80 to $120 US. each and usually resold for $150 to 
$275 each. Most other items I looked up were re-sold at prices 500/6 to more than 100%. One of the 
extreme examples was lot 1024, a Warwickshire 304 brought $389 US. and re-sold at $908. Schwer 's 
price guide has some odd pricing, which indicates he may have mixed auction sale figures with retail 
amounts. I like his format for ease of use. 

I think a price guide will soon become outdated, but be looked on by many as sort of a crutch rather 
than developing his own guide based on his experience. The cost of a lot of what I bought over the 
years may have been a bit on the high side at the time of purchase, but the passage of time has taken 
care of that aspect. A new price guide, regardless of how one would use it, would be of a lot of interest 
to look at the overall picture of ~ent conditions. 
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Frank Gorsler CTCC #63 
This is prompted by your query as to whether you two should produce some kind of a price guide on 

18th century tokens. That would be quite a job, but I can't think of anybody more qualified. I, for 
certain, would buy a copy. Remembering how "carefully" you inspected my tokens in Cincinnati brings 
up a thought. The reference would need a section on grading. Not only for wear, but the effects of tiny 
nicks, early cleaning, and other such ''problems" on prices; Also a discussion on what makes eye 
appeal, as that surely affects price. What I'm getting at is that the price of a VF depends so much on 
these factors. 

Dale Walker, CTCC # 268 
It is a great idea to develop a pricelist for Conders; also a lot of work! You would have to key the 

list to D&H numbers, thus avoiding printing any pictures. At some point, the list should be issued as 
one volume. However to start, consideration should be given to serialization, like the original D&H 
fascicles: a new county or two (depending on size) could be issued in each issue of the CTCC. This 
would make the journal even more essential to collectors, and all of us would eagerly await the next 
issue (although I already do that now!). Your work would be a reference book for collectors, and I 
don't think collectors would consider it an attempt to "control the market." 

Mike Greenspan, CTCC # 25 
I've been collecting Conders since 1987 ( I think I told you before that I bought my first few 

Canders from you), but I'm no expert; I don't even consider myself an advanced collector. I have less 
than two hundred examples, mostly Middlesex, and acquire additions only if and when they strike my 
fancy. I would truly like to see a price guide similar to, but less specific than, CQR, that Jack Robinson 
publishes for half-cent and large cent collectors, because I think it would help new collectors of the 
series. Nothing turns off a new collector like finding he/she just spent $150 for a token worth $30 -
$50. The Noble catalog and prices realized are helpful but those prices are for SPECIFIC pieces which 
don't reflect the general market, especially here in the United States. I'd be willing to buy such a price 
guide and would buy annual updates. At this point, I'm not sure how many collectors, members of 
CTCC or not, might be interested Perhaps an informal survey in the Journal and other pubs 
(Pennywise, The Numismatist, TAMS Journal, etc) might be productive. Should such a price guide 
materialize, I would prefer that it followed the general sequencing of D&H, and not be broken into 
individual pubs following the R. C. Bell series. 

Harold Welch, CTCC # 14 
I am all in favor of a price guide. What I would love to see, due to the inherent limited shelf life of a 

price guide, and more particularly due to your unique position to provide the knowledge to collectors, 
would be a guide that speaks to rarity in your experience and to your knowledge of the condition one 
might expect to see in certain issues. Also, on particular rarities if provenances could be noted, it 
would add considerable interest and value to those pieces. Most definitely I would like to see as much 
of Sharon's beautiful photography as is practicably possible. These features would make your work 
much more than a simple price guide, but a reference of lasting importance. Of course, all these things 
greatly complicate your job, so it is easy for me to say, but you asked for input! 
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Jerry Bobbe, CTCC #4 
First of a]L let's get one thing straight. I, personally, do not want to compile a Conder price guide. 

Admittedly, I see some goodness in the undertaking. It would undoubtedly bring many more new 
collectors into the "game." People would feel more confident in their collecting. The CTCC would be 
wildly popular and successful. More quality research might be done. And, the inevitable higher prices 
usually make everyone happier in the long run. 

The writer of the guide, if a dealer, might gain some percentage of"market share," for a period of 
time directly proportional to the quality of the work. Historically, this has always been true. I confess, 
the money aspect of writing a Conder price guide is a big incentive. 

However, I do see some problems: 
• Prices are quickly outdated; sometimes by the time the guide reaches collectors 

hands, and usually by the next major auction. 

• The Conder series is so vast that few people can collect everything. What is valuable 
to one person has little or no value to another. Undoubtedly many disagreements 
would arise about the prices stated; some being "too high," others "too low." 
We recently bought a VF Suffolk 35, Conder's own commercial issue, for $9. In a 
large lot, we sold this common, though ''marketable," token for $12. The winning bid 
its buyer realized through a popular on-line auction was over $100. So, what is its 
real value; $12 or $100? It seems, therefore, that price is merely a mutual agreement 
between buyer and seller. 

• The users of the guide must know how to grade. The U.S. market bears evidence that 
most people do not know how to grade, or can't be bothered to learn how, and are 
willing to pay hundreds of millions of dollars for that "information." So I see a price 
guide as a potential ''Pandora's Box" similar to what we've seen in U.S. coins; 
Pricing + needing the real grade = slabs (PCGS, NGC, ICG, ad nauseum). 
And that would end anything noble or charming about collecting Conders. 

To be honest, such a Bobbe price listing would have to seriously take into account the various mint 
state grades. That is what we've always done in our own collecting (U.S. & world coins and British 
tokens). We've learned that premiums sometimes need to be paid for the best specimens. Contrarily, 
defective pieces can be bought at unusual discounts. In my opinion, previous guides have been lacking, 
as they haven't included prices for uncirculated or proof tokens. 

Of late, British dealers seem to have an American approach to grading. The classic British EF' s were 
close to, or sometimes fully mint-state, but now usually resemble American EF (they have wear!). 
Dealer pricelists, and auction catalogs with prices realized, are excellent reference materials. But there is 
no substitution for personally viewing the tokens, in order to make valid determinations. 

There is a false assumption that with a price guide a person would possess all the information 
necessary to play with the "experts." But if one lacks grading experience, how helpful would a guide 
be? Conders are frequently high grade items. If one misses an important flaw, the token might be worth 
half the price paid, instead of the hoped-for double. 
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Coin World writer William Atkinson, in his Coinsumer Advocate column ofDecember 1997, 
offered some sage advice to collectors on the subject of grading. 

"The second best piece of advice I have ever heard about grading comes from Bill 
Fivaz who attributes the tongue-in-cheek quote to Ken Bressett: Grading is really an 
easy concept to grasp. All you need are four things - a good light, a good glass, a good 
memory, and 20 years of experience. 

While all four of these recommendations are important, it is the last that bears the most 
emphasis. Simply stated, when it comes to grading, there is no substitute for experience. 
If you allow others to grade your coins for you, whether they be dealers from whom you 
purchase your coins or third-party grading services, you are su"endering your freedom 
and ending up at the mercy of people who are potentially incompetent, dishonest, both, 
or at the very least, have a different opinion than you might have. 
It is always in your best interest to strive for this level of knowledge yourself, rather 
than depending on others, simply because you have no idea how far along these 
"others" are in their knowledge ... 

The best piece of advice (I've ever heard on grading) comes from Jerry Bobbe, a dealer 
from Oregon I met in the early 1990s: Buy the best you can understand. If you can 
remember and utilize these six words each and every time you purchase a coin, you will 
never go wrong. " 

I've collected high-grade coins all my life. Early on, I was taught how to look at a coin by some of 
the best dealers in Chicago. The more coins you look at, the better you get. Remember what you've 
seen, or keep notes. Ask for advice or help from knowledgeable people, and then try to consider that 
information. Keep your mind open to new ideas. And remember the adage W. J. Davis wrote over 100 
years ago: The first essential point for the collector to observe is condition. This being satisfactory, the 
second consideration is rarity, and the third is price. " 

With all this in mind, I've told Sharon I could put a basic price-guide to paper in just one paragraph. 
Thus, here are our spreads on the most common token varieties: 

Culls ....................... We pay 50 cents, but really don't want any. 
Good ...................... Buy @ $2; Sell @ $3, but don't like them very much. 
Nice VG to fine ........... Buy@ $3; Sell@ $4 
Nice VF .................... Buy @ $6; Sell @ $8 
Nice EF .................... Buy@$9; Sell@$12 
Nice AU ................... Buy@$13; Sell@$17 
Unc or Proof ............. Buy@ $18 and up; Sell@ $25 and up. 

We're consistent and active buyers at these levels. Sell prices are based on availability, and :frequently 
involve wholesale quantities. Expect to pay at least 50% more if buying singly or in small lots. At least 
2000 different tokens are conceivably attainable at these levels. But what of the many thousands of other 
token varieties? What about choice mint state grades? Experience is the best teacher. 

We have observed a variety of beginning collector rituals; some methods being better than others. A 
select few buy tokens from only one dealer, who they REALLY trust. Others buy from lots of different 
dealers, betting their money on the law of averages. A new breed buy only from on-line auctions, many 
putting their complete faith and trust in the "knowledge" of the underbidder. And then there are the 
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"comets," zooming through one big auction in a testosterone overloaded frenzy, with dollar-signs 
flashing in their psyches; here today, gone tomorrow. 

My advice to newcomers is to take the time to collect only pleasant-looking tokens in the 
aforementioned price ranges, then study and attribute each one correctly. If you are going to exceed 
those levels when buying, try to have a reason why. Talk with other collectors and dealers; ask lots of 
questions (anything but "What's it worth?"). Every so often remove some of the less attractive 
specimens from your collection, and try to sell them. Quote prices; do not ask for offers; entertain 
counteroffers. It may take years, but eventually you will have a lovely collection; and along the way you 
will have acquired an increch"ble base of knowledge in the series. You will get to know the individual 
characteristics, such as strike, surface, lustre, die polish, and die states, as well as the grades usually seen 
of specific varieties. After filling up a few boxes or trays, you will have greater confidence for 
purchasing the more expensive higher mint-state grades, and in taking your collection to the next level. 

Beautifully made pieces with small mintages, such as the private tokens, will cost a lot more. Off
metal proofs can be expensive, as well as many of the made-for-collector series. There are thousands of 
more expensive tokens, but Dalton & Hamer's rarity ratings, though not 100% perfect, are there for a 
reason. In nearly all cases, a high rarity rating for a "type" is more valuable than the same rating for a 
slight variant or unusual edge. 

If one has problems spotting slight amounts of wear, artificial ''red," hairlined surfaces, or other 
impairments, and are still trying to buy high-end specimens, mistakes will probably be made and money 
will be lost. One's collecting success and enjoyment is directly proportional to their study of the various 
aspects of numismatics, not someone else's price-guide. 

At this point you may feel sorely disappointed; built up and then let down by the Bobbes' vacillating 
on the price guide issue. But there's good news! There is already a price guide in the works! 

Michael Dickinson, author of 17th Century Tokens of the British Isles and Their Values (published 
1986) has spent the last several years working on a price guide for 16th, 17th, 18th, and 19th century 
tokens. Though no completion date has been set, he expects it to be at least two years from now. The 
volume will be published by Spink & Son. The price guide will cover basic types with ''their proper 
edge," with a minimum price for all other edges. VF and XF grades will be represented and prices 
determined by careful research into retail dealer and auction records. 1be worlc will be a complete 
catalogue of types for 18th and 19th century tokem, and a selection of types for 16th and 17th century tokem. 

Michael joined Seaby's in 1968 and was the Foreign Coin & British Token Specialist at the time he 
departed in 1987. Since then, he has been self-employed dealing in tokem and ''paramnnismatic" ( exonumia). 
Michael has been in virtual seclusion for the last several years, not only working on the price guide, but 
also assisting Robert Thompson in cataloguing the Norweb collection of 17th century tokens. Their 
work is published in The Sy/loge of Coins of the British Isles, now in part six of an eight volume 
project. After each portion of the Norweb tokens are catalogued, the British Museum may obtain 
whatever is needed for the national collection, and the remainder is sold by Spink & Son either in 
auction or through retail sales. 

So, remember; Rome wasn't built in a day. The same is true for collections and price guides. 
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Druids 
by Dean Welch 

I enjoy collecting coins of my birth year 
(1987) and from one hundred years before. 
The Druid token was made by the Parys 
Mine Company in 1787 - my 200th birthday 
anniversary! It was the first "Conder" token 
ever. The company's owner, Thomas Williams, 
chose a Druid's head for his trade token. His 
choice makes sense as his home, Plas Llanidan, 
Anglesey, was the last refuge for the Druids 
after the Romans drove them from England. 

But who were the Druids you ask? The Irish 
word "Druid" means oak tree which they be
lieved to be holy. The Druids were the priests, 
the judges and the brains oflreland and 
England in ancient times. The Druid's belief 
that oak trees were holy is why they met in the 
forest to resolve dispute sand basically act as 
judges. Little is known about Druids except, 
while Caesar was staying in Gaul, he wrote a 
commentary on the Gaulish campaigns with 
many references to Druids. Druids didn't write 
history down, but they kept them in the form of 
songs which died with them. 

This fanciful image of a Droid looks 
alot like the Anglesey Druid Token (Above). Caesar reported 
Druids presided over sacrifices in which captives were caged 
in giant wicker men which were then set on fire (Left). Druid 
in a grove of oaks, mistletoe, and Stonehenge from Francis 

Grove 's, "Antiquities of England and Wales", 1773-87, vol. 4 
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Should I Write for the "Journal"? 

by Tom Fredette 

From time to time I have talked with CTCC members and members of other clubs or 
societies that I belong to and the subject invariably turns to writing for the club journal or maga
zine. Occasionally, members will mention that they have seen an article of mine and wiIJ say that 
they have enjoyed it. That comment is usually followed by: "I should write an article for the ... " 
or "I started writing something, but I didn't finish it so ... " or "I wish I could write something ... " 

Herewith are 10 suggestions which are submitted to help and encourage more CTCC 
members to share their collecting thoughts and experiences with the rest of us. If you've ever 
thought about writing for the CTCC Journal and haven't yet, maybe you '11 become inspired to 
become a contributor to these pages. 

1. How did you get started collecting - anything? The answer to that question will 
probably lead you to thinking about Conder tokens. 

2. The best way to start writing abou a topic is to start! Write down your thoughts, 
brainstorm phrases, words, word-pictures. Don't worry about their logical order at first. Just 
get them down on paper. 

3. Don't throw anything away(good collecting advice too). The image of the blocked 
writer crumpling up sheets of paper and making a pile around himself is misleading. There might 
be a snippet of important thought on one of those scraps and it could have some value later. 

4. Give yourself a goal - say 100 words for starters. You would be surprised how 
quickly that many words can appear on a half-sheet of paper. 

5. Outline what you want to say. What point(s) do you wish to make first? What point 
comes next? What do you want to say last? 

6. Be prepared to revise what you have written so far. It might be necessary to edit or 
rearrange your ideas. Add to your article at this point- but don' t take anything away yet. 

7. Would illustrations suit your work? What would be their source? Do you have books 
at home that you can use? Would a trip to the local library be in order? 

8. Give yourself time to think about what you have done? After a while, your ideas may 
"mulch". You may want to change them or add something. This editing process will give you 
an opportunity to take something out. 

9. Let someone else read your work - someone whose opinion you value. Seriously 
consider what they have to say about what you have written. 

10. Lastly - submit it - send it in. Get rid of it Check the requirements for submission of 
written work to the club or society's magazine and get it in the mail. Don't forget to keep a copy 
for yourself. Then sit back and wait 

These suggestions are intended to encourage more CTCC members to write for the 
journal. It takes time and effort, but you'll be rewarded 



John Jelly's Botanic Garden 
by 

David S. Brooke 

John Jelly's coin (Somerset 26), with its glimpse into his short-lived botanic 
garden, is one of the most attractive-and least expensive-of the private tokens. 
Samuels agrees: "This token is an exceedingly pretty one, and but for its being so 
common at the present time, would probably be considered much more interesting than it 
generally is. " 1 On the obverse we see the entrance gates and flagstone path of a brick
walled garden. The reverse shows a large tree and part of an overgrown ruin. The legend 
is drawn from the first book of Kings and refers to the wisdom of Solomon: ''He spake of 
trees, from the cedar tree that is in Lebanon even unto the hyssop that springeth out of the 
wall." While the token appears to illustrate this passage, we may question whether the 
quote is intended to reflect the wisdom of the botanist, or is used simply as a biblical 
ornament.2 There is a lively, if slightly naive, quality to the design. This goes rather well 
with the jaunty prospectus which John Jelly issued in September 1793 when his garden 
opened in Bath. 

Jelly first set out the terms of subscription to his "Walcot Botanic Garden" in a 
broadsheet of June 1793. 3 Annual subscribers of half a guinea were allowed to walk in 
the garden to inspect the plants, and could make use of a room and books provided for 
them. They could also receive roots, flowers and seeds of such plants as could be spared 
up to the value of their subscriptions. "A great variety of the newest and rarest Annual 
and Ornamental flowers" were also to be raised by James Eyles, the keeper of the garden, 
"at very moderate prices for his separate benefit." 

Towards the end of the summer of 1793, a more detailed prospectus for the 
garden appeared in the Bath Chronicle (see illustration).4 Two categories of membership 
have been added, the most costly (at two guineas) being intended for ''botanical students 
and those who will need guidance from the assistant." Jelly gives his reasons for setting 
up the garden, and acknowledges the help he received in this from William Sole, another 
botanist in Bath. 

As you can read in the prospectus, Jelly hoped that his garden would serve to 
"vary the Amusements" of Bath as a resort town. 5 While he himself was a 'l)rofessor of 
the law," he claimed that he had studied botany from his youth and had accumulated a 
"very Large and expensive Collection of Plants exceeded by very few in the kingdom." 
As a busy lawyer, he could not provide a 'l)ersOnal attendance" on his garden; the 
subscription was thus intended to "defray the expenses of a proper assistant." 

William Sole (1741-1802) evidently served as an adviser since Jelly thanked him 
for his ''ready and polite communication at all times of botanical information, as well as 
[for] a variety of valuable specimens for his justly-admired collection near the Bristol 

1 R Samuels, The Baz.aar, December 27, 1882. 
2 Samuels suggested that the tree was a "red or Virginian cedar" which is a species of juniper. 
3 Bath Library, broadsheet no. 17. This is quoted in the History of the Parish and Manor of Wal~ 1989, 
vol. 2, p. 15. 
4 September 12, 1793. 
5 See Trevor Fawcett, Bath Entertain'd: Amusements, Recreations and Gambling at the 18th Century Spa, 
Bath, 1998, p. 17 (for Botanic Gardens), and pp. 57-62 (for Pleasure Gardens). 
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Road."6 Sole was a botanist of some distinctio°' and one of the first associates of the 
Linnaean Society when it was founded in 1788. In 1798 he published his most important 
work, on British mints. 

Jelly appears to have acquired the nursery ofa William Jones around 1787. This 
property was conveniently adjacent to his house at Elm Banlc, and it is probable that 
Jones helped Jelly develop his botanic garden. 7 A drawing after the Harcourt Masters 
map of 1795 shows the garden as oval in shape, divided into four equal sections and 
about a hundred yards in length (see illustration). 8 The entrance was possibly at the bend 
in the Camden Road which ran alongside it. I think it likely that the distinctive gate 
shown on the token was the one actually used. 

The fortunes of the garden during 1794, the year when the token was issued, are 
apparently unrecorded, though Jelly presumably published another prospectus. It was an 
inauspicious time to launch such an enterprise. The outbreak of war with France in 1793 
had led to much financial instability, some Bath banking firms had failed and there were 
numerous bankruptcies. Moreover, Jelly's botanic garde°' then on the outskirts of to~ 
would have appealed to a limited audience, and there were aJready several pleasure 
gardens in Bath. By March 1795 Jelly was bankrupt, possibly for reasons other than the 
ill-fated garde°' and his considerable properties and :furnishings were sold at auction. 9 

Included were the ''Hot House and Large Gard~ elegantly laid out" and also "the 
moveable Frames and Stock of the Botanic Garden." 

After this setback, Jelly seems to have abandoned any botanical enterprises. 
While considering the rather unusual design of his co~ we should bear in mind that he 
was an enthusiastic collector of tradesmen's tokens and was involved with Arnot in the 
issue of the Badminton series. 10 Jelly died in 1813, when he is referred to in the 
Gentleman's Magazine as an "attorney at law [and for] many years vestry clerk of the 
parish of Walcot"-the Bath suburb in which his botanical garden had been situated. 11 

Note: In preparing this essay I have been greatly helped by several people in Bath and 
would like to thank them. Elizabeth Bevan and Elizabeth James at the Bath Central 
Library provided me with photocopies of Jelly's prospectus and the city maps of the 
period. Colin Johnso°' the archivist at the Guildhall, gave me some background on 
William Sole. My greatest debt is to Brenda Snaddo°' a garden historian who took a 
personal interest in Jelly's enterprise. She sent me much useful informatio°' including the 
photograph of Sydenham's drawing after the 1795 map. 

6 William Sole's garden was located on the other side of Bath in the Monmouth S1reet/Bristol Road area, 
near his apothecary's business on Trim Street. It flourished for some twenty years and, according to 
Fawcett, op cit., p. 17, was ""aid out on systematic Linnaean principles and could be visited by special 
appointment." 
7 Jelly recommended Jones in his prospectus to "such as wish to have their Gardens elegantly disposed and 
furnished." 
8 This drawing by Sidney Sydenham is taken from his Sqap Book in the Bath Reference Library. This 
book also contains the copy of an aCCO\lllt ''from John Lowther, Carpenter" for the building of a hothouse 
for Jelly. 
9 Bath Chronicle, May 21, 1795. 
10 Gloucester 22-57. Nine dies were muled in thirty-six combinatims. 
11 Gentleman's Magazine, May 1813, p. 498. 



BOTANIC GARDEN, 
LAT£ JONJ::S•i NURSERY, WALCOT. 

TO THE P\JBLICl. 

T HE Science of BOTANY is now ro univer
fally fludicd and admir~. th:ir to urc any ar~11-

mcnr i11 favour vf an lnftltution like th(' prc:f('nt, near ro 
puM1ck a re fort ,,t F!l!hion and lmkpcndcncc as thC' dt y 
of J~th, would be :ahogcthcr fupcrfluous. ·To thofc: in
deed who .arc \mmc:di.atcly ir1tucfi(!d in the well.in: of 
JJ;a1h, the in1pc•rt;mcc of VJrying the Amufcment11, b too 
wdl known to lc.-avc: a d,,ubt of rnr:.>ur.cseou:nt, or to 
rcndt·r any p;lrticular addrcf1 Ol'Cdfarr. 

Th;,f a fcl1cmc of thi1 kind fhould ori~inatc with me, 
a profrlfor oft he Law, may, pc:rhaps, Cerni a lit tic ;auk
w:arJ, till c1plo1.incd. The flu,ly of .llotany has rrom child
hooJ hctn the amufcmcnt of my lcifurc: hours, aml a 
lvvC' of the fcience b,u iniprrccptlhly led to du: poff:tlion 
of " Vl'I')" Luxe anJ rspcn.livr c,,tkcuon of l'l:mt ... cx
cccdcJ hy very kw in the kingdom. To rc:udcr thufe 
of puhlic utility and in1porta111·c:, is my cml and objc<:l. 

It woulJ be lnconfilknt with my other avocations, 
and I woulJ therefore not be thought to' ofkr to the 
pubUc a ~rfoual au,·ndauce on this unJcrtakiug; fuch · 
rime: as I c;srf' conveniently ~are, the: plc:arure I fhall 
rup will kad me to devote to It, till the Subfcrirtion 
!h.'11 be fufficicnt to defray the expence of a pro1>c:r 
Affitbnt. 

I remain the public•, Jhoft obc:Jic:nt fcrv:rnt, . 
£/,,, D,wl, nth S,}.t. 1793. JOHN JELLY. 

TERMS Of .. SUBSCltJl'TJOl'f. 
Annu:il Subfrri~rs of Ha1f a Guina will be cntit!(d 

to walk in the: Gartlcn, :md infpcd tl1c Plants, au<l to 
the uk of a Rooin .&nJ Books provideJ for thc:ni. · 

.~nnual Subfcribrr~ of One: (;uinea (at any ditlancc) 
m:iy receive root:4 and fc:uls of fuch 1>lanu _a3 c:rn be 
fv.&rc<l from the Gar,lc:n, to the full amuuut uf their fub
fcription, and m:,y iutroducc a frkud. 

An Annual Suhfcription of Two Guineas will hr- C'II:• 

pcded from Botanical Studc:uts, and fuch as m;ay' have 
O<"calion particularly to cn~gc the time anJ attention 
of th1,; pcrf'on employed to luperinteml the un<lcrtaking. 

A Lift of the: Subfcribers ffiall b.c IJrintc:J :moually, 
with a Catalogue of fuch Roots' .md Scedti as c.in be 
(pared from the: Garden. 

Subfcripdons to commence from the :9th infbnt.
All kttcn and orders :ire rc~udted to be airetlu1 (po!l 
paid) to James Eylc,i, the G.ardencr, whu rcfiJcs upon 
the 1pot, and will duly attend to thc:m. . 

Su!faipti,m Bo11l1 ar, opuud at Mr. B.zrratt"1, t~t Na
tur11/ij1'1 Lilr<1ry in Bonil-jl~ttl, the Parildt Ccfftr-/Jo"J,-, 
uuf <1! tht Gordtn. · 
, The ~roprietf>r will feel extremely obligrd to filch :u 
may be m the w-.y of procuring Seeds from their frit·nJs 
or concf pondcnts abroad, for the communic~tion of 
fpccimcn, foftht C'Urichmcnt of this Colkclion; ;inJ 
he ~nno~ refrain fo public an apponunity of :ic>tnow
Jcdgin~ his obli~ations to that cnuocnt and indcfotir,il>lc 
Botamft, Mr. !'.'ior.1, for hi, ready anJ polite communl
cat'ion at :111 times of botanical information, a, well :is a. 
variety of vatuablc;fpcc:lmcus from ,hi, j"JUy-aJmired 
Colledion ncu the ll,Htot ro:id. , 

Tu f scb aa w1fh to hue: thdt G:irdcm dcpntly JU'· 
cJ :1i1d fornilhc<i the: late o.:ctTier, Air. R1c11,o.D 
r ,, is paniC\1lar{ y recommrndcd; and r bey arc hen:• 

y inform~ that be ia the only perfon who will be al
lowed tbc advantarca ari'DI ft~ a eomi.unlution. 
1¥~ tJau ColJeduou. 

Somerset 26 

Walcot Botanic Garden 
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From the Mail Coach ... 

SIMON CORDOVA, Numismatist 
Post Office Box 2229, Kihei, Hawaii 96753, USA 
(808) 891-2846 24-hour fax: (413) 556-4859 slcordovaflaol.com 

December 10, 1999 

Mr Harold Welch 
655 Parkwood Circle 
Saint Paul, MN 55127 

Dear Harold, 

I have been contemplating two questions regarding the relationship between the 
numerous counterfeit "Conder'' tokens listed by Dalton and Hamer and the series 
of evasion coppers contemporary with these tokens. My questions follow 

(1) Why are only a few of the counterfeit "Conders" included in the 
evasion copper series by the catalogers? If one counterfeit is 
included, why not include all? 

(2) In fact, why are any counterfeit "Canders" included in the evasion 
copper series? By definition, the evasion coppers were made to 
resemble official British copper coinage, but were sufficiently different 
in design from the official issues to evade prosecution for 
counterfeiting. In my opinion, a counterfeit of a token that bears no 
pretense of being official coinage cannot qualify as an evasion 
copper. 

Perhaps some of our CTCC members can shed some light on this matter. 

Best regards, and Happy Holidays! 



October 12, 1999 

Mr. Harold Welch 
CTCCEditor 
655 Parkwood Circle 
St. Paul, MN 55127 

Dear Harold: 

I just wanted to send along some reminiscences of Wayne, albeit later than 
most other members responded. I only met Wayne once, in Boston, in '97 I 
think it was. We had written and spoken on the phone a few times prior to 
our meeting, and it was good to put a face to the voice on the other end of the 
line. We talked and played show-and-tell with our Conder tokens. I came 
away feeling that he deserved to be president of such an august group. 

With that in mind, I would like to propose the following to the membership 
at large: 

I propose that the membership of the Conder Token Collector's Oub vote 
annually on the best article to appear in the pages of the Journal. The award 
could be a suitable plaque and/ or medallion. More importantly, however, 
would be the name of the award. I think something fitting might be the 
"Wayne J. Anderson Presidential Award for Literary Excellence," or some 
such. I would like to avoid the word "Memorial" in the title; just the fact that 
it is named after Wayne is a constant memorial in and of itself. 

Anyway, Harold, there is the proposal. I'm sure others in the dub will have 
some input, both positive and negative. I look forward to future discussions 
of my proposal. 

Sinc~ours,"' 

Frank Van Valen 
CTCC#78 
619 South Main Street 
Wolfeboro, NH 03894 
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A Historical Inaccuracy 

By Jim-Wahl 

One of the tokens in my collection is Yorkshire 69, a bust of the Roman emperor, 
Constantin&th& Great. The-ol3YefS& iASCFipH&R- is- ratheF OOG, ~ "Bom at Y-Ofk . A- . 0.. 2_71." 
It is a private token of only 200 pieces, issued by James Carlill, a watchmaker. The history of 
Constantine- is- well- knowft, aoo b weader· why the--tekeft-· has- th&- iAaE:61:1f8Cy- as-te,. where- he. was 
born. 

Variousacooums-of. his-life-are-eiihef pro.OF ami-CoostaRtine, particularly the earlyc o_nes, 
reflecting the conflicting attitudes of the · authors towards Christianity. Consequently, there is 
considerabJecvafiance-inwhat-was-Fef)OfleEi-aeoot·hi&&haracief aAEl-ev:ents E>f his life. 

Constantine was born about the year 272 or 273 A.D. There are other estimated dates, 
but it is-kaown-that he-was between 62 and65-at the-time of his. deatfl in 33-7 AC.. His- bilthpJace 
is thought to be at the present city of Nis, Yugoslavia, (now Serbia?). His father was Constantius 
1 Chlofl:IS· whe- came- from a regioo te, the- east knewA, as-9asia- Rif)eAs.s; praeably new a- pa_rt of 
Bulgaria. Constantine's mother was Helena, whom Constantius later abandoned to many 
Theadora; a stepdaughter E>f MaximiarwS; a- mUitaF.y auy.. CoostantiY& began. as- a. soldier and 
advanced until becoming a general in the service of Diocletian. When Diocletian resigned in 305 
Constantitfs was- then- at '¥9Fk ~ . a- pesitkm- of Augustus, aAEJ. he- askee DiecietiaA. that 
Constantine be sent to him. He arived at York July 25, 306, and did do some fighting against the 
Piets- in SeotlaAa This-was- apparemly his- ool¥ OOAAeGticm- with- Bmam, as- Constantius.. died 
shortly thereafter. The troops then proclaimed Constantine emperor, and Constantine was 
engaged- ifl- milit&Fy FJ1aflew&FS- agaiast GaleriUS; Mmreatius, lieiRk:J.S; ate. l:lflt& eecaming sole 
emperor about the year 325. 

He was AGted- as- tha fi1sl empe£GE to beoome a Chnslian- after as- he later Glaime__d, to 
have had a vision of a cross before a victory at Milvian Bridge in Rome in 312 against 
Maxentfus.. How&ver he- was- net, baptized- l:ffltiJ. sheftly befeFe,. his- aeatR. in 33-1. MeaR1Nhile his 
mother had become a Christian and became interested inbuilding churches in Palestine, and is 
new- koown· as St. Helena She-supposedly- fmmd.. the tRJe. cross of. CMst.. Three crosses. were 
found, and a sick woman was placed on each cross in tum until she was cured on being placed 
on- the- thifd ~ Af a · ~atef Elate- felk>wing th&- Crusades; sev:eral geRerations E>f relic Sflllers 
traveled about selling splinters of wood, "guaranteed to be from the True Cross", as welt as 
olheF, sptff'iE>us holy r&lics-limited,omy. by,,tlle imagiAations-of: the. seUers .. 

There are Roman coins depicting Constantius Chlorus, Constantine, Helena, Theodora, 
aad one- eflly ef Constantia, a-half sister af-CoostaRtiRe. COAstaRtiRe had COAStantia mamed to 
Licinius for a political alliance. When Licinius was finally defeated in 324, Constantine had him 
exeooted, a-fiRe.way to treatooe's-balf...bmther: in law. ConstaAtia-~oo YAtiJ..the yea,: 330. 

The token reference to "Born at York" may be a case of misplaced civic pride, as ha.ving 
beeR- preGlaimed- emperoF there- at- Ceastantius' Eleath; thefe9y- titled-- as- empemr, tleing. born at 
York. Perhaps a reader historian knows the reason for this. Anyway, my study of the history has 
been enjoyable tG me and-1:lopefutly-otsome mterest to-othel:s. · 
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Article I. 

Article II. 

Article III. 

CONDOR TOKEN COLLECTOR'S CLUB 

BY-IAWS 

Name and Purpose 
Section 1. The name of this organization shall be the "Condor Token Collector's Club", 

hereafter referred to as "the Club". 

Section 2. 

Members 
Section 1. 

Section 2. 

Section 3. 

Section 4. 

Section 5. 

Section 6. 

Section 7. 

Dues 
Section 1. 

The purposes of the Club shall be to promote, encourage and sustain a continued 
interest in British Provincial tokens, also known as Conder tokens, and to disseminate 
knowledge and information concerning the tokens. 

The membership of the Club shall consist of General Members, Junior Members and 
Honorary Members as hereafter defined. Any reference made in these By-Laws to 
any person by gender shall be considered to mean either men or women. 

Membership is open to any person having an interest in Conder tokens, and who 
shall have paid such dues as have been specified herein. Members are entitled to 
vote on matters placed before the membership; attend meetings; hold office in the 
Club; and receive the Club's publication, "The Conder Token Collector's Journal", 
hereafter referred to as the "Journal", without further charge, and any other 
publications or material that may be offered by the Club at member rates as may 
from time to time be established. 

The Club has created a class of members designated as Junior Members. Those 
junior persons under the age of 18 submitting an article published in the Journal 
shall receive this membership free of annual dues for two years. Junior members 
shall have the same membership privileges and obligations as a General Member. 

A Member in good standing whose dues have expired at the time of renewal shall 
have his membership removed from the list of active members as provided in Article 
Ill, Section 3. Any such person may regain membership upon re-joining the Club 
and payment of then current dues. 

An individual who has rendered some special service to the Club, and who has been 
unanimously nominated by the Executive Committee as defined in Article V may be 
designated as an Honorary Member. Election to an Honorary Membership shall 
entitle such person to receive the Journal free of charge and all other benefits of 
membership, to have a voice in Club matters, but no vote, nor the right to hold any 
office in the Club. Selection to Honorary Membership shall be published in the 
Journal together with the reasons for this selection. 

Upon recommendation of the Executive Committee, a member's association with the 
Club may be terminated or suspended for cause. Such member shall have been 
notified of the proposed action by registered mail, return receipt requested, and 
receive 30 days from date of their receipt to respond to such proposed action. The 
Executive Committee shall then take whatever action with respect to membership is 
appropriate by a simple majority plus one vote. 

All notices are deemed served when mailed and shall be mailed to the address last 
known to the Club. 

Annual dues payable by Members shall be set from time to time by the Executive 
Committee, as hereafter defmed, at such a rate as to reasonably cover the current 
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Article IV. 

Article V. 
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Section 2. 

Section 3. 

Section 4. 

Officers 
Section 1. 

Section 2. 

Section 3. 

Section 4. 

Section 5. 

Section 6. 

Section 7. 

and long-term expenses of the Club, but not to accrue profit. Dues will be set at a 
uniform rate for all members, except as before set forth for Junior Members in 
Article II, Section 3, and/or as provided in Article III, Section 4. No dues shall be 
required of Honorary Members. 

Dues are payable annually. 

If dues are not paid within a reasonable time from the billing date, a member shall 
be dropped from the membership at the discretion of the Treasurer. 

Dues for foreign members may vary slightly from standard to allow for additional 
postal expense and/or currency fluctuations. 

The officers of the Club shall be a President, Vice-President, International Vice
President, Treasurer, and the Editor of 'The Conder Token Collector's Journal''. 
The Treasurer shall also setve as Secretary of the Club. 

The President, Vice-President, International Vice-President, and Treasurer shall be 
elected by the Members. Elections shall be held every two years and the officers 
shall setve until their successors are named and take office. Notification of election 
and naming of candidates for each office shall be by publication in the Journal. A 
vacancy in any of the elected positions other than President shall be filled by a 
majority vote of the Executive Committee for the remaining term. A tie vote shall 
be broken by the President. A vacancy in the office of President shall be filled as 
specified in Article VI, Section 2. 

The International Vice-President shall be a non-resident of the United States. 

The Editor of the Journal shall be appointed by the President, subject to the 
approval of the Executive Committee. The Editor shall setve at his own discretion, 
subject to removal for cause by the other members of the Executive Committee. 

The officers shall setve without compensation, but may be reimbursed for some 
expenses necessarily incurred by them in performance of their duties. 

Officers may appoint assistants, subject to approval of the Executive Committee. 

The President may appoint committees as needed. 

Executive Committee 
Section 1. The four elected officers and the Editor of the Journal shall comprise the Executive 

Committee, for fulfillment of taking the actions required as set forth in these By
Laws. The President shall act as chairman and call for any required meetings. 
Decisions made by the Committee shall be as voted upon by Committee members: 

Section 2. 

Section 3. 

Three members shall constitute a quorum for purposes of approval of any decisions. 
Meetings shall generally conform to Roberts' Rules of Order. 

President shall notify each member of the Committee of proposed meetings as to 
time and place. Consultation by electronic communication shall be considered 
adequate means of communication in holding meeting discussion and voting on any 
issue before the Committee. 

Actions taken by the Committee shall be made known to the Members by publication 
in the Journal. 
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Article VI. 

Article VII. 

Article VIII. 

Article IX. 

Elections 
Section 1. 

Section 2. 

Section 3. 

Meetings 
Section 1. 

Section 2. 

Library 
Section 1. 

Section 2. 

Publications 
Section 1. 

Section 2. 

A call for volunteers or for nomination of officers shall be made in the Journal. 
Nominations for officers may be made by any Member, with approval of the person 
proposed for that office. 

The election of officers of the Club shall be by mail ballot of Members as set forth 
in Article IV, Section 2. Members shall have a period of 40 days from the December 
15th publication date of the Journal to return ballots to a person and address as 
specified in the Journal. Those officers elected shall be notified and take immediate 
office. The results shall be published in the next issue of the Journal. 

In the event of incapacitation of the President, the Vice-President shall serve as 
President Pro-Tem for the remainder of the term if the remaining term is under one 
year. The remaining members of the Executive Committee may call for a special 
election to be conducted similarly to the procedure before specified. 

An annual meeting of Club members shall be held at a time and place designated by 
the President. The intention of the Club is to have this meeting take place at, or 
near the time and place of the American Numismatic Association Anniversary 
convention in the summer of each year; or at a place and time where a larger 
number of members could attend. Notification of annual meeting shall be made in 
the Journal. 

At the annual meeting, minutes shall be kept for later dissemination to the members 
in the Journal. Amendments to the By-Laws may be proposed prior to this meeting 
by any Member, and considered by the Executive Committee. The Executive 
Committee may then at its discretion call for a vote on any proposed amendments 
to the By-Laws. An approval vote of two-thirds of those voting is required for 
adoption. 

The President shall designate a Librarian who shall have the authority to accept, on 
behalf of the Club, unconditional gifts of publications, documents and memorabilia. 
The Librarian shall not accept conditional gifts. Cash donations shall be used for 
purchase of such material as will advance the purposes of the Club as set forth in 
Article I, Section 2. 

The Librarian shall be responsible to the Executive Committee. He shall serve 
without compensation, but may be reimbursed for some expenses necessarily incurred 
by him in the performance of his duties. He shall adopt rules and regulations, 
subject to the approval of the Executive Committee, for the care of the material 
under his control, and for the lending and return of those materials to the Librarian. 
He shall prepare a catalog or listing of the contents of the library for distnbution to 
the members. He shall make an annual report to the membership concerning the 
status and contents of the library and its operation. · 

The Editor shall be responsible for publication of "The Conder Token Collectors' 
Journal". The Editor shall have the authority to accept or reject articles and/or 
advertising. 

The Journal is the official publication of the Club. It is intended that the Journal 
shall be published quarterly, approximately on the fifteenth of the months of March, 
June, September and December. The Editor shall be reimbursed for the expense of 
preparation, printing, and mailing of the Journal. The Journal shall be sent to all 
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Article X. 

Article XI. 

Article XII. 

Article XIII. 

Finances 
Section 1. 

Section 2. 

Section 3. 

Office 
Section 1. 

members without further charge. At the discretion of the Editor, a number of 
additional copies may be printed for further distnbution to serve advancement of the 
purposes of the Club. 

The fiscal year of the Club shall commence on the first day of January. 

The funds of the Club shall be deposited in a deposit insured bank approved by the 
Executive Committee. The account to which the Club's funds are deposited shall be 
in the name of the Club, and shall not be commingled with the funds of any other 
person, firm, or corporation. The President, the Treasurer, and the Editor of the 
Journal shall be the only signatories of the Club's account. Because of the probable 
geographic separation of the President, the Treasurer, and the Editor of the Journal, 
only one signature of one of them shall be required to write checks. The Treasurer 
shall rent a safety deposit box for keeping Oub and corporate records. Funds 
surplus to near term needs shall be deposited in deposit insured accounts until 
needed. 

The Treasurer shall be responsible for the day-to-day control of the Oub's funds. 
He shall make an annual report to the members of the financial status of the Club 
at the annual meeting specified in Article VII, Section 1, to be printed in the next 
issue of the Journal. He shall make interim reports at the request of the Executive 
Committee. 

The Club is incorporated in the State of Minnesota and has its principal office in 
Minnesota. The Executive Committee may, at any time, act to change the location 
of the principal office, provided the corporate charter and tax requirements are met. 

Ratification and Adoption 
Section 1. Ratification of these By-Laws shall be by majority vote of eligible voting members of 

the Club. The By-Laws shall be submitted to the membership no less than 40 days 
prior to the closing date of the ballot. 

Section 2. 

Dissolution 
Section 1. 

These By-Laws shall be adopted as of the closing date of the ballot when the 
majority vote is achieved. 

In the event of the dissolution of the Club, remaining members of the Executive 
Committee shall distnbute the assets of the Club among one or more Associations 
having their purpose in harmony with the purpose of this Club. 

November 3, 1999 
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MEMBERSHIP LOCUS REPORT 

Alabama 1 Missouri 2 
Alaska 1 Nebraska 4 
Arizona 3 Nevada 3 
Arkansas 2 New Hampshire 4 
California 30 New Jersey 9 
Canada 3 New York 15 
Colorado 6 North Carolina 4 
Connecticut 9 Ohio 11 
England 17 Oklahoma 1 
Florida 6 Oregon 5 
Hawaii 1 Pennsylvania 7 
Illinois 6 Saudi Arabia 1 
Indiana 5 Scotland 3 
Iowa 2 Tennessee 2 
Kansas 2 Texas 3 
Kentucky 3 Virginia 5 
Maine 2 Wales 3 
Maryland 4 Washington 8 
Massachusetts 9 Washington, DC 2 
Michigan 6 West Virginia 2 
Minnesota 14 Wisconsin 3 
Mississippi 1 (Total United Kingdom= 23) 

TOTAL ACTIVE MEMBERS, 230 

NEW MEMBERS 

NUMBER NAME CITY & STATE 
325 Herb Corley Santa Rosa, CA 
326 John J. Harrington Jr. Maplewood, NJ 
327 J.Markham Berkshire, UK 
328 Michael Fedder Johnson City, TN 
329 Red Henry Winchester, VA 
330 Harold Gerber Lafayette, IN 
331 Michael Howard Southfield, MI 
332 David Consolvo Covesville, VA 
333 Robert Jones Dahlgren, VA 
334 Jeffrey Lipsky Prairie Village, KS 
335 Richard D. Risi Ft. Lauderdale, FL 
336 Peter Gatchell Danville, IN 
337 Gareth Sandilands North Wales, UK 
338 Charles V. Walker Gig Harbor, WA 
339 Wayne T. Myers Pittsfield, MA 
340 Ann Sattazahn Salisbury, NC 
341 Hiram T. Ward M.D. Murfreesboro, AR 
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THE TOKEN EXCHANGE AND MART 
OUR RULES: CTCC members, in good standing, are cordially invited to dispatch their articles and 
advertisements to the CTCC editor for publication in the JOURNAL. Articles are always needed and 
appreciated. Articles do not have to be camera ready, but I appreciate it when they are. Articles are always 
published free of charge for the benefit of the membership. Advertisements are needed and appreciated just 
as much. Ads up to twelve lines are FREE! Full page ads are $75.00, one half page ads are $37.50. Ads 
larger than the free twelve lines must be camera ready. All paid ads must be paid for when submitted; 
thus, eliminating the possibility of confusion, and the need for costly, unnecessary, and time consuming 
billings and follow up. The Club operation a cash basis. Ads submitted without full payment will not be 
accepted or published. The content of ads and articles shall be limited to "Conder" tokens, and related 
numismatic literature, coins, tokens, and collectibles. Ads or articles may be either accepted or rejected at 
the discretion of the editor, Only members can participate in the journal or other Club activities. The Club 
rules are designed to be simple and few, please comply with them. The deadline for the March 15th, 
2000 issue is February 25, 2000. i Journals are issued quarterly. Your articles and ads J1lllli be sent to the 

editor and publisher: Harold Welch, 655 Parkwood Circle, St. Paul, MN 55127, E-mail: 
tokenmann@aol.com. The only requirement for membership is the payment of an annual membership fee of 
$25 US or Jt 16 sterling. You will be billed again after you have received four issues of the journal. The 
"Conder" Token Collector's Club reserves the right to accept or reject (without explanation) any application 
for membership. The "Conder" Token Collector's Club, and/or it's president, reserves the right to revise 
these rules at any time. ANNUAL DUES ARE $25 US OR I.16. 

NOTICE: The "Conder" Token Collector's Club, publisher of The "Conder" Token Collector's Journal, 
assumes no responsibility or liability for advertisements or articles published in the journal. No party shall 
have recourse against the "Conder" Token Collector's Club, or it's officers, officials or appointees for any 
reason associated with the publication of it's journal. All transactions arising from or relating to 
advertisements in The "Conder" Token Collector's Club Journal are strictly between the parties to the 
transaction. Complaints concerning advertisers or respondents should be directed to the president of the 
"Conder" Token Collector's Club. Valid complaints can result in termination of membership, termination 
of advertising privileges, or both. 

DIRECTORY OF "CTCC" OFFICERS & APPOINTEES: 

President Pro-Tern, Editor, Librarian 
Harold Welch 
655 Parkwood Circle 
St. Paul, MN 55127 
Phone 651-429-0997 
e-mail tokenmann@aol.com 

Joel Spingam, VP & Treasurer 
PO Box 782 Georgetown, CT 06829 
Phone & Fax 203-544-8194 

David S. Brooke, Historian 
767 N Hoosac Road 
Williamstown, MA 01267 
Phone 413-458-8636 
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For submission of articles, letters, advertising copy and 
ad payments. For all business, letters, inquiries, suggestions, 
complaints, etc. Library requests. 

For payment of dues and donations, 
Dues are $25 per year, journals are always 
sent to you via first class mail. 

James & Wilfred Wahl 
Mail Preparation & Distribution 



Free Advertisements 
These Ads, 12 lines or less, are free for "CTCC" members. Send yours to: 

Harold Welch, 655 Parkwood Circle, St. Paul, MN 55127 - E-mail: tokenmann@aol.com 

****************************************************************************** 
JERRY & SHARON BOBBE, CTCC #4 & #5 

We have been enthusiastically pursuing "Conders" for over 25 years. Our price list, The Token 
Examiner, was born of a passion for this exciting series, and a desire to share it with others. As 
collectors, we appreciate fine service, so we're not happy until you are. We'll do our best to fulfill 
your collecting needs. Our specialties are choice quality, rarities, and die-states, but our Token 
Examiner offers pieces Circ. - Gem for only $12 and up. If you haven't received your free copy of 
The Token Examiner, call or write us today. We buy singles, groups or entire collections (i.e., 
Eklund, Blaisdell), and pay the strongest prices for choice quality and rarities. If you have tokens 
to sell, your consideration would be greatly appreciated. 

The Token Examiner PO Box 25817 Portland, Oregon 97298 503-626-1075 

***********************************************~****************************** 

CLIFF'S "CONDER" CHEST 
CLIFFORD C. FELLAGE, CTCC #165 

PO Box 911, Farmington, Ct 06034-0911. Phone: (860) 676-0023 I Fax (860) 676-0853. 
Send for my free periodic price lists, with tokens from Very Good to Superb Red Proof. 

Visa, Mastercard, and Discover I Novus I Bravo accepted for your ordering convenience. 

FREE PRICE LIST WITH A LARGE SELECTION OF CHOICE TOKENS 
NET: http://www.sitel.com/cliffs. -

****************************************************************************** 

Simon Cordova (CTCC #30) 
Dealer in 17th, 18th, and 19th Century British Tokens 

http://members.aoLcom/sicordova/tokens.html 

If you aren't on the net, then write, fax, or phone for a free price list 

P.O. Box 2229, Kihei, Hawaii 96753-2229, U.S.A. 
(808) 891-2846 24-hour fax: (413) 556-4859 sicordova@aol.com 

****************************************************************************** 

Help!!! 
For my research, I am looking for several back issues of John Drury numismatic literature 
catalogues. I would be interested in purchasing or otherwise, if it would be possible, to 
briefly borrow them. I would, of course, pay all postal expenses. I need: 
Issues #3, #5, #6, #8, #10, #12, #15, #20, #24, #28, #31, and any others above #31 that were 
numismatic (except #32, #33 and #46). Can you help? 

HAROLD WELCH 655 PARKWOOD CIRCLE, ST. PAUL, MN 55127 USA 
PHONE (651) 429-0997 E-MAIL: TOKENMANN@AOL.COM 

****************************************************************************** 
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******************************************************************** 
BILL McKIVOR'S COPPER CORNER 

Fixed price lists about 4-5 times a year, with something for everyone. DECEMBER ISSUE OUT NOW!!! 
"CONDER" TOKENS--EVASION HALFPENCE-MEDALS-UNOFFICIAL FARTHINGS-

LOTS OF FUN STUFF!! 
Happy customers are my goal-your satisfaction guaranteed. Send for your list today-it's FREE. 
BILL McKIVOR CTCC#3 PO BOX 46135, SEATTLE, WA 98126. (206) 244-8345 EVENINGS. 

See large ad this issue E-MAIL BMcKivor@juno.com 

************************************************************************************** 
CHARLES KIRTLEY 

CONDER TOKENS, COLONIAL COINS, HARD TIMES TOKENS, AND ALL SORTS OF 
INTERESTING MATERIAL APPEAR IN MY ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY MAIL BID SALES. 
WRITE OR CALL FOR A FREE COPY OF THE NEXT ISSUE. CHARLES E. KIRTLEY, 
CTCC#l25, P.O. BOX 2273C, ELIZABETH CITY, NC 27906-2273. PHONE: 252-335-1262. FAX: 
252-335-4441. E-MAIL: ckirtley@coastalnet.com 

************************************************************************************** 

ED HAZENBERG, CTCC #80, POB 191, ADA, MI 49301 
NEW SELECTIONS FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION 

1. Middlesex-651, Proof-64+. Mostly Br. with nice even red coming out. Includes Wayte 
Raymond flip asking $1.00. You won't be disappointed. $80.00 

2. Middlesex-923, MS-64. Medium brown and well struck. Nice piece. $65.00 
3. Somerset-115, MS-63+. Even R&B piece 75% red. The design of the rev. with Bladud and 

his swine is great. Hard to improve on this piece. $48.00 
4. Wark's-175, MS-64. Choe. Br. with a darker light stain on obv. and well struck, every brick 

and column on the church stands out. Pleasing. $65.00 
5. Mid.-372 type, Somers-111, Anguss-10, 1st. Cb. one. with great P/L fields but with a filed 

edge. Last two VF with the Somers having porous surfaces and the Anguss with a few dings. 
Not as bad as they sound. Three pcs.. $30.00 

WANTED: Warw.-37 in VF and up. Send offer with condition, description and Rev#. 

******************************************************************************** 
WANTED: CATS IN SAUDI ARABIA!! 

I am collecting the Spence cat tokens and would like XF or better specimens of the following tokens: 

ESSEX DUNMOW 27 
NORTHUMBERLAND 7 
WILTSHIRE SALISBURY 18 

MIDDLESEX 331, 680, 751, 802, 850, 1001, 1091 
SUSSEX HORSHAM 33 
WORCESTERSHIRE KIDDERMINSTER 31 

Please send e-mails with details on any of the above to me at: 
doftonpj@hotmail.com or fax to 966-3-673-3815 attention Paul Dofton. 

Paul Dofton c/o Saudi Aramco, PO Box 1851, Ras Tanura 31311, Saudi Arabia 
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Rod Burress, CTCC #109, 9743 Leacrest, Cincinnati, OH 45215 

Write for price list of copper collectors supplies: 
Heavy duty 2x2 envelopes, cotton liners, good quality boxes, 

cleaners, brushes, magnifying glasses, etc. 
I also have some "Conder" tokens for sale! 

Phone 513-771-0696 
**************************'.. • ...... ***** 

Send for my sale or trade list of duplicate British tokens and my token want list. 
I like Spence tokens! 

I want Berkshire 19th Century silver 40 shillings token (Davis #2). 

James C. Case, CTCC #21. 10189 Crane R.oad, Lindley, NY 14858-9719 
*************************************************········******************* 

FREE TO ALL CLUB MEMBERS 

TOKEN LIST: An interesting assortment of high quality Eighteenth Century Tokens. 

RARE MAPS: Seventeenth to Niaeteenth Century. 

The only source for Custom Made Mahogany coin/ token cabinets. 
Hand produced by Peter Nichols in England. Full color brochure and price list available. 

You will not believe bow a Mahogany tray can show off copper, Still very affordable! 

DAVE MCDONALD, PO BOX 2150, WESTMINSTER, MD 21158 
Toll free 888-876-6226 (evenings) DBMCD@EROLS.COM ......................................................... * ..................... .. 

Looking foe UNC. SPECIMEN OF YORKSHIRE D & B 65 (York Catb.edral I Talbot, 
Allam, & Lee Mule). Also UNC. "SPENCE TOKENS" by type - looting for oae of each 

die be used. Would appreciate receirilJg lists from anybody IJariag these foe sale. 

Darid L. Palmer CTCC #107 
1080A Loag Islaad Ave. 

Deer Parle, NY 11729 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

164 PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 
The latest edition of our catalogue of numismatic items for sale (that has been issued 
regularly for 32 years) is now ready. It includes thousands of British tokens as well as 
commemorative medals and coins from all over the world. The catalogue is free on re
quest, but please include $2 to cover airmail postage when applying to the address below 

(with apologies for its un-American length). 

WHITMORE, CTCC #264 TEYNHAM LODGE CHASE Rd. Colwall 
MALVERN Worcs. WR13 6DT ENGLAND ........................................................................... 

DENTON'S SATIRICAL TOKENS - A RARE OFFERING OF TWO NICE EXAMPLES. 
D&H 298 (R) dark glossy brown uncirculated, traces of original luster on both sides, typical 
flan flaws, ex Davissons Auction Nine, lot 243; ex Jan II with bis inked round tag .... . · .... $ 880 

fll1il,, D&H 299 (R) ex Noble sale lot 436 (via Davissons), ex Baldwin, ex Glendining, uncirculated, 
Q.fr but somewhat porous and flatly struck. Dark cordovan brown ................................. $ 850 
'-"'SKIDMORE'S A FREEBORN BRITON OF 1796 / USELES MSX 520 (S). Magnificent and 
/' bold gem uncirculated beauty, ex Noble lot 546 (viaBobbes), ex Spink 1973 ................ $ 375 
... HEREFORDSHIRE D&H 2 (S) Hereford Penny, 1796. Bronzed, glossy dark brown, choice 
'r""T'" EF+, ex Davissons Auction Seven, lot 336 ......... : ............................. . .................. $ 225 

John Weibel (CTCC 26) 111 Sea Gate Road, Staten Island, NY 10305-3900; Telephone: (212) 
442-7972 M-F 9 to 5 EST. Tokens sent postage paid and insured with 30 day return privilege. 
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********************************************************** 
Paul J. Bosco, CTCC #102 

When in NYC, visit my "coin" store. Perhaps 1000 "Conders" (500 different?) in stock. 
I still have by far the largest world token stock anywhere. No lists at present. 

Mon. - Sat. llish to 6 (but it is wise to call first). 
1050 Second Avenue, Store 89, New York, NY 10022 

212 / PJS-COIN 

****************************************************************************** 

TONY FEIN - PROFESSIONAL NUMISMATIST 
Fixed Price Lists 11 - 12 times a year. 

My latest list of numismatic items for sale is now ready. 
It includes thousands of items, "Conder" Token·s, World Tokens and Medals, 

Medieval coins, Hammered coinage and Ancients. 
I AM ALSO BUYING ALL BETTER MATERIAL! 

Please call or write, or ship with your price,, for my generous offer. 
It will be worthwhile! 

TONY FEIN CTCC #278 PO BOX 17672 CLEARWATER, FL 33762-0672 
PHONE/FAX 727-536-7475 3:00 PM- 9:00 PM EST 

****************************************************************************** 

HUGE LIST - JUST OUT! 
Always 2-300 tokens 

This one includes 17th Century, 18th Century, Unofficial 1/4 d's & 
Tickets & Passes (Davis & Waters) 

Also a near mint Specious Tokens by Bell - $135 
1-800-613-8731 11 -11 Pacific time 

Phil Flanagan 
P.O. Box 1288 Coupeville, WA 98239 flan@whidbey.net 

****************************************************************************** 

Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century Tokens 
Send for your free list! 

Richard Gladdle 
9 Cork Street, London WlX lPD United Kingdom 

Telephone 0044 1327 858511 Fax 0044 1327 858511 

****************************************************************************** 

Serious collector buying 18th & 19th century world copper and bronze tokens 
and coins (all countries wanted except U.S.). Doug Lightner djlightner@aol.com 

************************** 
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A.H.BALDWIN & SONS LTD. 
Cs!a6/isf:zed U72 

11 Adelphi Terrace, London WC2N 6BJ, United Kingdom 
Dealers in Coins, Medals & Tokens 

A wide range of Eighteenth Century Tokens in stock -
please send your "Wants Lists" to: 

Tim Millett 
Tel: 00 44 171 930 6879 Fax: 00 44 171 930 9450 

Richard Gladdle 
9 Cork Street, London WIX lPD 

UK 

For a free list of over 1000 18th and 19th Century tokens, please contact 
me at the above address or following numbers: 

Telephone 0044 1327 858511 Fax 0044 1327 858511 
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"CONDER" TOKENS BILL McKivor CTCC #3 
19m CENTURY TOKENS 

EVASION TOKENS 
MEDALS UNOFFICIAL FARTHINGS SURPRISES!! 

WANT LISTS SERVICED ALWAYS BUYING, TOO! 

Y2K JUST TOO MUCH? TRY MY TOKENS, --from a simpler but complex time. 

With a token, you can walk across the iron bridge in Shropshire- climb Clifford's tower in 
York- visit St. Paul's in London-experience the industrial revolution-the revolution in 
France-take a profit with the counterfeiters of evasion halfpennies-What a trip!!! 

Join me, won't you? Just send your name and address. 
I want to thank you all for your support and friendship-
Bill McKivor CTCC #3 BMcKivor(@Juno.com 
PO Box 46135 Seattle, WA 98126 
(206) 244-8345 evenings. (Still have a day job). 

Have a super holiday season, and may the new Century bring life's blessings. 

!our J!}aU ~age ~b 1!,trt! 

Just $37.50! 



··-- -· - - - .. -------------------------------, 

BRITISH TRADE TOKENS 

Suffolk, Ipswich 

J Conder Penny 1795. DH 10 

Reverse: View of 

Warwickshire, Birmingham 

Penny, 1798 

Reverse: Presentation of colours to the 

Birmingham Association 4 June 1798 Wolsey Gate 

WE STOCK 

An interesting selection of high quality 

18th century tokens for sale, and feature 

a regular varied list in our monthly 

bulletin, The Nuniisniatic Circular 

(ten issues per year, 

annual subscription US$60). 

In addition, we frequently feature 

tokens in our auction catalogues 

(annual subscription US$70). 

For further information please contact 
ANTONY WILSON, DIRECTOR OF NUMISMATICS 

SPINK 
AMERICA 

on 1-212-546-1056 

• "' ' . ' 
' ~-;~-....~-

..... ·~ , • •• • • , ....... . #, ... 

SPINK 
5 KING STREET, ST JA.t\1ES'S, LONDON SWIY 6QS.TEL: 0171-930 7888.FAX:0171-839 4853. INTERNET: http://spinkandson.co.uk 

British Pictures • Jewellery • Oriental, Asian and Islamic Art • Textiles • Medals • Coins • Bullion • Banknotes 

SPINK AMERICA, 55 EAST 59TH STREET, 4TH FLOOR, NEW YORK, NY I 0022. TEL: 21 2-546 I 056. FAX: 212-750 5874 



AUCTION ANDERSON 
April 2000 

Over 370 of the finest available 18th Century tokens 

Rare and important token references 

The entire token auction catalog will consist of material collected by Wayne 

Every token will be photographed 

Viewing at Northwest Coin Show (March 17-19) and the Early American Coppers Show (April 7-9) 

Our carefully written sales catalogs feature high quality photography, detailed descriptions, interesting 
and carefully graded material and our commitment to customer satisfaction. 

Ge in touch if you are not currently on our mailing list. 

IMPORTANT REFERENCES 
(Check, money order, Mastercard or VISA) 

Dalton & Hamer, The Provincial Token Coinage of the 18th Century; 1910-1918. Updated, 1990, 1996. 
Fully illustrated in text, rarity guide, 600+ pages, index. ($5 shipping) 
• High-quality library blue buckram. $150. 
•Full leather, limited edition of 14 signed and numbered copies, gold lettering. $275. 

Davisson, A Brief Introduction to 18th Century Tokens. Detailed notes on the series, including material 
added to D&H for the 1996 edition. $6 (shipping $1). 

Withers, Paul and Bente, British Copper Tokens, 1811-1820, The Tokens of England, Wales, Scotland and 
Ireland including the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man. $135 ($5 shipping) 

There will also be a limited edition copy of the Anderson catalog. 

• I 
~ 
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EAC 3299. A.N.A., A.N.S., Royal .N.S., British N.S., C.T.C.C. 6 

Allan and Marnie Davisson 

CJJavissoILS 
Ltd. 

Cold Spring, MN 56320-9623 
320-685-3835 • 24 hr FAX 320-685-8636 

email: DAVCOIN@AOL.COM 
~ 
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